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ABSTRACT

This study is considering the Middle East area, in the time of post-cold war. This area has
experienced too much wars and conflicts, starting from the Arab-Israeli conflict until the
American invasion to Iraq. Many peace proposals have been applied in the region to solve the
crisis, and many wars also happened to end some crisis but instead they increased the crisis.
The Middle East region is a very complex place, with many races, religions, beliefs, and
many conflicts. To deal with this kind of crisis or conflicts, the decision makers need a
methodology such as crisis management to apply instead of military solutions and wars.
Crisis management methodology is widely explained in this study. And many examples
have been given about the use of crisis management. The crisis management many times has
failed and many times gained success, but at the end crisis management is the positive way to
be used in the Middle East crises.

Key words: Middle East, Political Crisis, Crisis Management.
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Introduction

The Middle East is a, geographic and cultural region which is located in southwestern
Asia and northeastern Africa. The geopolitical term The Middle East, was first coined in 1902
by United States naval officer Alfred Thayer Mahan, it originally referred to the Asian region
south of the Black Sea between the Mediterranean Sea to the west and India to the east. In
modern scholarship, the term refers collectively to the Asian countries of Bahrain, Cyprus,
Iran, Iraq, Israel (and the Israeli-occupied West Bank), Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Turkey, the United Arab Emirates, and Yemen, and the African
country of Egypt. A broader, more cultural definition might include the Muslim countries of
Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Libya, Sudan, Afghanistan, and Pakistan. 1

The area is mostly arid with hot, dry summers and cool winters. It contains about 65
percent of the world's oil reserves, primarily in the states bordering the Persian Gulf. Oil is
the region's main export. Some Middle Eastern countries are extremely rich because of their
oil reserves. Others with high populations and no significant oil resources (notably Egypt and
Yemen) are considerably poorer.

The first civilizations of the Middle East, which grew in the valleys of the Nile,
Tigris, and Euphrates rivers, are among the oldest in the world. Alphabets, law codes, and
cities all began in the Middle East, as did the world's three great monotheistic religions,
Judaism (13th century be), Christianity (1st century to 4th century ad) and Islam (7th century
ad). Of the three, Islam continues to mark the region most profoundly. More than 90 percent
of the people of the Middle East are Muslims.
1

Peter Sluglett, Middle East, Microsoft® EncartaoöOnline Encyclopedia 2006.
~
~~
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The Middle East is an area of frequent conflict, largely for reasons embedded in its
recent past. For example, the conflict between Arabs and Israelis over the land in Palestine
(present-day Israel and the Israeli-occupied
developments

territories) is more a product of 20th-century

rather than any age-old hostility between Muslims

and Jews. Likewise,

although there have been tensions between Persians and Arabs in the past, the Iran-Iraq War
between 1980 and 1988 was more a result of political tensions and border disputes in the
second half of the 20th century. Islamic militancy, which has produced deadly results in
Egypt, Iran, Israel, and Lebanon, is a consequence of late 20th-century problems such as
widespread unemployment, political and socioeconomic turmoil, and an overarching sense of
despair rather than a result of any violent or extremist characteristics inherent to Islam.

There is a political crisis which results from this conflict (the Arab-Israeli conflict) and
the decision makers need a methodology to know how to manage these crises, and solve the
problems that the state faces.

The Arab-Israeli

conflict spans about a century of political

tensions

and open

hostilities. It involves the establishment of the modern State of Israel as a Jewish nation state,
as well as the relationship between the Arab nations and the state of Israel. Some uses of the
term Middle East conflict refer to this matter; however, the region has been host to other
conflicts not involving Israel. Since 1979, the conflict involves the Islamic Republic of Iran (a
non-Arab state, not highlighted on the map) as well.2

2

Yaacov Bar-Simon-Tov, "From Conflict Resolution to Reconciliation," Oxford University Press, 2004, p. 45.
~~ ...,, •..
-~
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Despite involving a relatively small land area and number of casualties, the conflict
has been the focus of worldwide media and diplomatic attention for decades. Many countries,
individuals and non-governmental

organizations elsewhere in the world feel involved in this

conflict for reasons such as cultural and religious ties with Islam, Arab culture, Christianity,
Judaism, Jewish culture or for ideological, human rights, or strategic reasons. While some
consider the Arab-Israeli conflict a part of (or a precursor to) a wider clash of civilizations
between the Western World and the Arab or Muslim world,3 others oppose this view.

Animosity emanating from this conflict has caused numerous attacks on supporters (or
perceived supporters) of one side by suppoıters of the other side in many countries around the
world.

According to mainstream Israeli viewpoint, Zionism has been a legitimate Jewish
national liberation movement, which can be beneficial for Arabs as well, at least
economically; it has been non-violent except for self-defense against Arab attacks. The
elimination of the state of Israel as a mostly Jewish state will inevitably bring about a second
Holocaust for the Jewish people. The Palestinians should accept a division of the Holy Land
between a mostly Jewish state (Israel) and an Arab state (Palestine).

According to mainstream Arab viewpoint, Zionism is a racist and violent colonial
movement used by western powers as means of controlling the Middle East. The elimination
of the state of Israel as a mostly Jewish state is a necessary step for restoring Arab (and in
particular Palestinian) rights and freeing the Muslim world from oppression by the west. Jews

3

Abdel Mahdi Abdallah, "Causes of Anti-American in the Arab World: a Socio-Political Perspective ,"MERIA
Journal. Volume 7, No. 4 - December 2003.. ,;:.J; -;.,..~·
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should either return to their ancestors' homelands (in Europe and Muslim countries) or remain
as a part of a mostly-Arab state, either secular or under Islamic law.

Consider the Arab-Israeli conflict ended: For the first time, Arab states commit to a
collective offer to end the conflict with Israel. This is probably one of the most important
demands of the average Israeli citizen-the knowledge that the conflict is terminated, and that
no further claims on Israel or its territory will be put forward by Arabs-all Arabs. "Enter into
a peace agreement with Israel, and provide security for all states of the region'": The security
of Israel, would be guaranteed through one collective peace agreement with full security
provisions, and would be assured not only by neighboring Arab states, but by all Arab states,
none excluded. This has always been a key Israeli demand. Despite Arab fears of Israel,
brought about by Israel's occupation of parts of three Arab states, one cannot deny the
existence of a genuine fear on part of the average Israeli regarding his or her own safety. It
assures Israel that its security fears are understood, and will be addressed by All Arab States.
"Establish

normal relations with Israel": This signals full recognition

of Israel and the

establishment of normal relations, such as those between an Arab state and any other state in
the world. "Achievement of a just solution ~o the Palestinian refugee problem to be agreed
upon in accordance with UN General Assembly Resolution 194": For the first time, the Arab
world commits itself to an AGREED solution to the refugee problem, thus addressing Israel's
concern that the demographic character of the Jewish state not be threatened. To be sure, the
initiative calls for achieving a just solution of the problem in accordance

with UNGA

Resolution 194, but it points out that the implementation of that resolution has to be agreed.

4

Marwan Muasher, The Ministry of Forei~Jfsirs

...•

(Jordan), 25/11/2002.
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The key point here is that Arabs understand well that the implementation

has to be

both fair and realistic, and certainly agreed upon. In other words, there is no possibility of a
solution that will lead to the changing of the character of the Jewish state. Fortunately, there
have been many suggested solutions, at Taba and elsewhere between Palestinian and Israeli
interlocutors that point to the possibility of reaching a pragmatic settlement to this problem.

At the end of the late 20th century and the beginning of the 21st century many ongoing
issues continued to affect relations between the Middle East and the rest of the world. In Iraq,
economic sanctions, imposed after its invasion of Kuwait in 1990, remained in effect. These
sanctions, which included an embargo on Iraqi oil, were intended to force Iraq to pay war
reparations and destroy its nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons. In December 1998
Hussein's decision to expel international weapons inspectors who were sent to Iraq to ensure
that these conditions were met drew renewed criticism and threats of military action from
several Western nations. UN member nations, many of whom rely heavily on Middle Eastern
oil, often failed to agree on the extent and duration of the sanctions and on an appropriate
response to Hussein's noncompliance. Following a UN resolution in October 2002, Hussein
agreed to readmit weapons inspectors. The go~ernment of U.S. president George W. Bush,
however, insisted that Hussein possessed chemical and biological weapons and was actively
planning to reconstitute a nuclear weapons program.5 In March 2003 U.S.-led forces invaded

Iraq and overthrew the Hussein regime. Following the war, however, no evidence was found
that Iraq possessed weapons of mass destruction or the production facilities needed to
manufacture them. Despite some steps toward peace, the continuing conflict between Israelis
and Arabs continued to play a significant role in regional and worldwide relations.
5

Tareq Y. Ismael, "Middle East Politics Today: Government and Civil Society," University Press of Florida,
2001, p. 20.
i'.:;:
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Negotiations

beginning in 1993 between Israel and the PLO resulted in limited

Palestinian self-rule under the Palestinian National Authority (PNA) in some parts of the West
Bank and the Gaza Strip. This initial progress in negotiations improved relations between
Israel and many Arab countries, including Jordan, which signed a peace agreement with Israel
in 1994. However, terrorist attacks continued on both sides. An Israeli student opposed to the
peace process assassinated Israel's Prime Minister, Yitzhak Rabin, in 1995. The peace process
stalled once again, especially after the election of a right-wing government under Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu in 1996, which called for the adoption of a much more
uncompromısıng

stance toward the Palestinians.

Ehud Barak took office in July 1999 and

created a broad center-left coalition government in Israel. Barak pledged to take "bold steps"
to help forge a comprehensive

peace in the Middle East. He focused his attention on

negotiations with the Palestinians and promised to withdraw Israeli troops from southern
Lebanon, which Israel had occupied since 1982, within one year. The withdrawal

was

completed by June 2000.

In an effort to move the Israeli-Palestinian

peace process forward, the United States

convened a summit at Camp David, Maryland, in the summer of 2000, at which U.S.
president Bill Clinton, Barak, and PNA president Yasir Arafat focused on a comprehensive
peace agreement. Despite intense efforts and some areas of accord, no agreement was
reached, and violent clashes between Palestinians

and Israelis ensued. Barak suddenly

resigned as prime minister in December 2000.6

Barak was succeeded by Ariel Sharon, who announced in 2003 that Israel would
unilaterally withdraw from the Gaza Strip in 2005. Sharon argued that the peace process
6

-.

Elie Podeh et al, "Arab-Jewish Relations:~!!lConflict to Resolutions," Sussex Academic Press, 2006, p. 64.
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could not go forward until the PNA demonstrated that it could control terrorism by groups
such as Hamas and Islamic Jihad. Israel completed the evacuation of Gaza in August 2005.
However, the PNA, now headed by Mahmoud Abbas, who succeeded Arafat following
Arafat's death in 2004, continued to seek a more wide-ranging negotiated settlement which
would include Israeli withdrawal from all or most of the West Bank and perhaps from East
Jerusalem.

Politically motivated Islamic groups continued to operate in many Middle Eastern
countries in the early 21st century. In general, these groups express anger and frustration
against what they regard as corrupt and illegitimate regimes, against U.S. activities in
Afghanistan and Iraq, and against continuing U.S. support for Israel. However, violence has
not been confined to the struggle against tyranny and injustice, but has also been directed
against individual advocates of tolerance and democracy. Most Middle Eastern governments
have responded with varying degrees of repression, both against Islamists and those urging
respect for human rights.

It is also widely believed in the Middle East that the West, and especially the United
States, largely controls the affairs of the region, and that the corrupt governments of the
Middle East survive because the West needs them in order to protect its interests there. These
beliefs have caused considerable anti-Western sentiment and widespread feelings of cynicism
and disempowerment,

which in turn have led many to conclude that Islam is the only

solution 7.

7

Peter Sluglett, Middle East, Microsoft® Encaita®....:..~·
Online Encyclopedia 2006. visited in 30 October, 2006.
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The Middle East area has been chosen for this study, because it is an area full with
crisis, from the Arab Israeli conflict and other political crisis. But the political history of
crisis is long in the Middle East, so in this study the Post-Cold War era has been chosen,
from the collapse of the Soviet Union and the Gulf War II. The political crisis is too much in
the era of post cold war, and Middle East definition is including many countries, but in this
study not all the Middle East countries have discussed, so just the most important political
crisis has been discussed and analyzed in the study.

In chapter one the methodology

of crisis management

has been explained, the

definition of the word crisis and the meaning of crisis management itself. In chapter two the
role of some actors such as, United Nation, European Union, peace agreements and peace
proposals explained well. In chapter three there are many crises analyzed according to the
crisis management methodology.

Many ways has used to deal with the crisis in the Middle East, the Force, Wars, and
diplomacy. As everybody can see, the best way to deal with the crisis is to manage them and
deal with them in diplomatic way, without force or making wars. The history of Middle East
is full of wars and force and it didn't work either.

The objectives of this study are at first, to explain the crisis management methodology,
and how it can be applied in the Middle East to limit and to end the crises, and avoiding wars
and disasters. Second, analyzing the solutions that had been used, such as the peace process
and the reasons of failing, the United Nations roles, European
agreements between Israel and the Arabic countries.
,(\~
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At the end many crises will be discussed and analyzed, the main concern will be how
these crises has been managed and what has been the crisis management role in limiting and
resolving them. Finally, we try to evaluate if the crisis management was successful or not, and
try to explain it.

,,

*::..

--:..:"-·
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CHAPTER ONE
Crisis Management Methodology

1.1 The Definitions of Crisis

While much has been written on crisis, there are no universally agreed definitions.
However, it is possible to identify three different approaches to the definition of crisis:
1- The systematic approach;
2- The decision-making approach; and
3- A combination of the two approaches.

First, the systematic definition of crisis identifies a crisis as changes in existing
patterns of interaction between countries and in the international system. Charles A.
McClelland observes that " crisis interaction is likely to be in terms of effects on the stability
or equilibrium of the system"! and he sees an international crisis occurring "when... a
succession of extraordinary inputs begetting new outputs begetting new inputs, etc., passes
some point in volume and intensity... "2

Oran R. Young concurs that an international crisis, is a set of rapidly unfolding events
which raises the impact of destabilizing forces in the general system or any of its subsystems
substantially above "normal" levels and increases the likelihood of violence occurring in the
system.3

1

Yoon Taeyoung, "Between Peace and War:South Korea's Crisis Management Strategies Towards North
Korea", East Asia Review, Vol. 15, No.3, 2003, p. 5.
2
Ibid, p. 6.
3
Oran R. Young, The Intermediaries: Third Parties in International Crisis, Princeton: Princeton University
Press, I 967, p. 10.
;._::.-
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Micheal Brecher and Hemda Ben Yehuda further develop the systematic definition as
follows:
A systematic crisis may be defined as a situational change characterized by two
necessary and sufficient conditions:
1- An increase in the intensity of disruptive interactions among system actors, and
2- Incipient change within the structure of an international system, more precisely, in one or
more structural attributes-power distribution, actors/regimes, rules and alliance configuration.4
Secondly, the decision-making approach focuses on the perception of threat and behavior,
usually from the perspective of a single country. James A. Robinson suggests a three-fold
concept of crisis which consists of the identification of the origins of the event, decision time,
and important values. Based on Robinson's definition, Charles F. Hermann has developed one
of the most widely accepted decision-making definitions of crisis. He writes; Crisis is a
situation that threatens the high-priority goals of the decision-making unit; restricts the
amount of time available for response before the situation is transformed; and surprises the
members of the decision-making unit when it occurs.5

The third "combined" approach criticsis 'the conceptual problems of the first two
approaches and argues the necessity of synthesizing them. As Raymond Tanter strongly
argues, "one could discover which of the aggregate of changes that constitute a definition of

4

Micheal Brecher and Heında Ben Yehuda, "System and Crisis in International Politics," Review of
International Studies, Vol.l 1, No. I, 1985, p. 23.
5
Taeyoung, p. 7.
~~ -.;....~·
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crisis at the system level are perceived by decision-makers

as crisis at the individual level,

answers to such queries would begin the process of synthesizing the two levels of analysis.:"

There is also a combined definition offered by Oran R. Tanter, which says that a crisis
in international politics is a process of interaction occurring at higher levels of perceived
intensity than the ordinary flow of events and characterized

by: a sharp break from the

ordinary flow of politics; shortness of duration; a rise in the perceived prospects that violence
will break out; and significant implications for the stability of some system or subsystem in
international politics.7

Phil Williams observes that "an international crisis is a confrontation of two or more
states, usually occupying a short time period, in which the probability of an outbreak of war
between the participants is perceived to increase significantly, the very fact that an
international crisis involves a high threat to important values and objectives of the participants
is of the utmost significance."8

1.2 The Definition of Crisis Management

There are two major schools of thought for analyzing crisis management. One school
regards the objective of crisis management as the avoidance of war and the " peaceful
resolution of

6
7
8

Raymond Tanter, " Crisis Management: A critical Review of Academic Literature," The Jerusalem Journal of
International Crises, Princeton University Press, 1968, p.15.
Young, p. 15.
Phil Williams, "Crisis Management", 1991, p. .m.
-:.,~·
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confrontation.Y

Management

of crisis consists

of reaching

a solution

acceptable

to both sides

to limit the use of force.

The other school considers
defined as "winning

crisis management

as "an exercise

in winning"

a crisis while at the same time keeping it within tolerable

it has been

limits of danger

and risk to both sides."10

The most widely accepted definition of crisis management is that of Phil Williams;
he argues that "crisis management is concerned on the one hand with the procedure for
controlling

and regulating

a crisis so that it does not get out of hand (either through

miscalculations and mistakes by participants or because events take on a logic and momentum
of their own) and lead to war, and on the other with ensuring that the crisis is resolved on a
satisfactory basis in which the vital interests of the state are secured and protected. The other
aspect will almost invariability necessitate vigorous actions carrying substantial risks. One
task of crisis management,

therefore, is to temper these risks, to keep them as low and

controllable as possible, while the other is to ensure that the coercive diplomacy and risktaking tactics are as effective as possible ln gaining concessions from the adversary and
maintaining one's own position relatively intact.11

The essence of skilful crisis management lies in the reconciliation of the competing
pressures which are inherent in the dual nature of crises, crisis management requires that

9

Taeyoung, p. 10.
ıo Williams R. Kintner and David C. Schwarz, A Study on Crisis Management", University of Pennsylvania,
Foreign Policy Research Institute, 1965, P:.}l.
11
Williams, p. 240.
..--..: ..,..,..
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policy-makers not only recognize the inherent dilemmas, but that they are willing and able to
make the difficult trade-offs that are required.12

1.3 Crisis Management in Political Systems
The crisis management in the political systems includes five leadership challenges
which are:-

1.3.1 Crisis Management and Public Leadership

Crises come in many shapes and forms. Conflicts, man-made accidents, and natural
disasters chronically shatter the peace and order of societies. The new century has brought an
upsurge of international terrorism, but also a creeping awareness of new types of
contingencies breakdowns in information and communication systems, emerging natural
threats, and bio-nuclear terrorism that lurk beyond the horizon.13 At the same time, age-old
threats (as floods, earthquakes, and tsunamis) continue to expose the vulnerabilities of modern
society.

In times of crisis, citizens look at their leaders: presidents and mayors, local politicians
and elected administrators, public managers and top civil servants. And it is expected that
these policy makers will avert the threat or at least minimize the damage of the crisis at hand.
They should lead their citizens out of the crisis; they must explain what went wrong and
convince us that it will not happen again. But in general in the crisis the people usually rally

12

Ibid, p. 146.

13

U. Rosenthal, R. A. Boin, and L. K. Corrifeffk_.'.:.,ManagingCrisis", 2001, p. 200-15.
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around their leaders, whatever they thought about them before. This offers the leaders a great
opportunity either to good or to bad.

Crisis management bears directly upon the lives of citizens and wellbeing of societies.
Misperception and negligence, however, allow crises to occur. When policy makers respond
well to a crisis, the damage is limited; when they fail, the crisis impact increases. In extreme
cases, crisis management makes the difference between life and death.

The management of a crisis is often a big, complex, and drawn-out operation, which
involves many organizations, both public and private. The mass media continuously scrutinize
and assess leaders and their leadership. It is in this context that policy makers must supervise
operational aspects of the crisis management

operation, communicate

with stakeholders,

discover what went wrong, account for their actions, initiate ways of improvement,

and

establish a sense of normalcy.

1.3.2 The Nature of Crisis

The term crisis refers to an undesirable an unexpected situation. Crisis usually means
that something bad is to befall a person, group, organization, culture, society which something
must be done, urgently, to make sure that this threat will not materialize or that the impact
will be limited.

14

Ibid, p. 217.
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A crisis marks a phase of disorder in the seemingly normal development of a system.
~n economic crisis, for instance, refers to an interval of decline in along period of steady
~rowth and development.

A personal crisis denotes a period of turmoil, preceded and

ollowed by mental stability. A revolution pertains to the abyss between dictatorial order and
lemocratic
ırder. Crises are transitional phases, during which the normal ways of operating no longer
work.ıs

Most people experience such transitions as an urgent threat, which policy makers must
ıddress. The definition of crisis reflects its subjective nature as construed threat; it is speaking
ıbout a crisis when policy makers experience a serious threat to the basic structures or the
undarnental values and norms of a system, which under time pressure and highly uncertain
.ircumstances necessitates making vital decisions.

There are three key components; threat, unceıtainty, urgency. Crises occur when core
ıalues or life-sustaining systems of a community come under threat and the more lives are
~overned by values under threat, the deeper the crisis goes. That explains why a looming
ıatural disaster (flood, earthquake, hurricane, extreme heat or cold) never fails to evoke a
leep sense of crisis, the threat of death, damage, destruction, or bodily mutilation clearly
ıiolates the deeply embedded values of safety and security for oneself and one's loved ones.

.he core idea of the interdisciplinary subfield of crisis studies is that in a crisis the modus operandi of a political
ysteın or community differs markedly from the ~iittioning
in normal times.
...,. .•..

...•
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The threat of mass destruction is, of course, but one path to crisis.

16

A financial

scandal in a large corporation may touch off a crisis in a society if it threatens the job security
of many and undermines the trust in the economic system. In public organizations, routine
incidents as an indication of inherent flaws and threaten to withdraw their support for the
organization. A crisis does not automatically entail victims or damages.

Crises typically and understandably induce a sense of urgency; serious threats that do
not pose immediate problems do not induce a widespread sense of crisis. Some experts may
be worried and rightly so, but most policy makers do not lose sleep over problems with a
horizon that exceeds their political life expectancy. Time compression is a defining element of
crisis: the threat is here, it is real, and it must be dealt with as soon as possible.

There is big difference how people react to natural and man-made disasters. In natural
disasters there is nobody to accuse or to revenge, whereas in man-made disasters there is.
Time compression is especially relevant for understanding leadership at the operational level,
where decisions on matters of life and death must sometimes be made within a few hours,
minutes, or even a split second. Leaders at the strategic level rarely experience this sense of
extreme urgency, but their time horizon does become much shorter during crises.

In crisis, the perception of threat is accompanied by a high degree of uncertainty. This
uncertainty pertains both to the nature and the potential consequences of the threat, what is
happening and how did it happen? What is next? How bad will it be? More importantly, if
uncertainty clouds the search for solutions, what can we do? What happens if we select this
16

Arjen Boin, Et al, "The Politics of Crisis Maıwfgenıent",
Cambridge University Press, 2005, p. 3.
-.;,.-..•
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ion? Uncertainty typically applies to other factors in the crisis process as well, such as
ple's initial and emergent responses to the crisis .

.3 The Ubiquity of Crisis

Disruptions of societal and political order are as old as life itself." Crises will continue
challenge leaders for a simple reason, and the disruption that cause crises in the systems
mot be prevented. This bold assertion arises from recent thinking about the causes of

ses. It is clear now to most people that crises are not due to bad luck or god's punishment.
ıear thinking "big events must have big causes" has given way to a more subtle perspective
t emphasizes the unintended consequences of increased complexity. Crises, then, are

ıally the result of multiple causes, which interact over time to produce a threat with
vastating potential. But the cause of the crisis lies in the inability of a system to deal with
r

disturbances.
!;
The causes of crises thus seem to reside within the system. The causes typically

nain unnoticed, or key policy makers fail to attend to them. In the process leading up to a
sis, seemingly innocent factors combine and transform into disruptive forces that come to
ıresent an undeniable threat to the system. These factors are sometimes referred to as
thogens, as they are typically present long before the crisis becomes manifest.

The very qualities of complex systems that drive progress lie at the heart of most if not
technological crises. As socio-technical systems become more complex and increasingly
3. A. Turner and N. Pidgeon, "Man made Disasiii/;"-:...~·London: Butterworth Heinemann, 1997, p. 122.
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connected to other (sub) systems, their vulnerability for disturbances increases exponentially.
The more complex a system becomes, the harder it is for anyone to understand it in its
entirety. Tight coupling between a system's component parts and with those of other systems
allows for the rapid proliferation of interactions and errors throughout the system.
Non-linear dynamics and complexity make a crisis hard to detect. As complex systems cannot
be simply understood, it is hard to qualify the manifold activities and processes that take place
in these systems.

Growing vulnerability go unrecognized and ineffective attempts to deal with
seemingly minor disturbances continue. The system thus "fuels" the lurking crisis. Only a
minor "trigger" is needed to initiate a destructive cycle of escalation, which may then rapidly
spread throughout the system. Crises may have their roots for away (in a geographical sense)
but rapidly snowball through the global networks, jumping from system to another, gathering
destructive potential along the way.18 It is in many times impossible to predict crises, there is
no clear "moment X" and "factor Y" that can be pinpointed as the root of the problem. Quite
sophisticated early-warning systems exists in certain areas, such as hurricane and flood
prediction, and some pioneering efforts are under way to develop early-warning models for
ethnic and international conflict. These systems may constitute the best available shot at crisis
prediction, but they are far from flawless. They cannot predict exactly when and where a
hurricane or flash flood will emerge. In fact, the systems in place can be dangerously wrong.

18

Ibid, p. 124.
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t4 Crisis Management: Leadership Perspective

Crisis that beset the public domain this may happen at the local, regional, national, or
ınsnational level are occasions for public leadership. Citizens whose lives are affected by
itical contingencies expect governments and public agencies to do their utmost to keep them
ıt of harm's way.

They expect the people in charge to make critical decisions and provide direction even
the most difficult circumstances. So do the journalists who produce the stories that help to
ape the crisis in the minds of the public. And so do members of parliament, public interest
oups, institutional watchdogs, and other voices on the political stage that monitor and
fluence the behavior of leaders.

However misplaced, unfair, or illusory these expectations may be, it hardly matters.
1ese expectations are real in their political consequences. When events or episodes are
idely experienced as a crisis, leadership is expected. If incumbent elites fail to step forward,
hers might well seize the opportunity to fill the gap.

In a liberal democracy, public leaders must change a crisis in the context of a delicate
ılitical, legal, and moral order that forces them to trade off considerations of effectiveness
ıd efficiency against other embedded values - something leaders of non-democratic do not
ıve to worry about as much.19

U. Beck, "Risk Society: Toward a new modernitj~age Publications, 1992, p. 80.

....
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If crisis management was hard, it is only getting harder. The democratic context has
ınged over the past decades. Analysts agree, for instance, that citizens and politicians alike
e become at once more fearful and less tolerant of major hazards to public health, safety,
I prosperity. The modern Western citizen has little patience for imperfections; he has come

fear glitches and has learned to see more of what he fears. In this culture of fear netimes referred to as the "risk society" - the role of the modern mass media is crucial.

A crisis sets in motion extensive follow-up reporting, investigations by political
·urns, as well as civil and criminal juridical proceedings. It is not uncommon for public
iicialsand agencies to be singled out as the responsible actors for prevention, preparedness,
d response in the crisis at hand. The crisis aftermath then turns into a morality play. Leaders
ıst defend themselves against seemingly incontrovertible evidence of their incompetence,
ıorance, or insensitivity. When their strategies fail, they come under severe pressure to
ne for past sins. If they refuse to bow, the crisis will not end (at least not any time soon).20
adership can be defined as a set of strategic tasks that encompasses all activities associated
th the stages of crisis management. This perspective does not presume that these tasks are
elusively reserved for leaders only. On the contrary: these tasks are often performed
roughout the crisis response network. In fact, during a crisis one may find situational
ıdership, which diverges from regular, formal leadership arrangements. We do believe,
ıwever, that the formal leaders carry a special responsibility for making sure that these tasks
e properly addressed and executed ( if not by the leaders then by others).

Ibid, p. 81

~.•..~
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There is not just a suggestion that the performance of a set of tasks will provide foolproof relief from crises (of whatever kind). This would be both a presumptuous claim and
one-sidedly instrumental. It would deny the pivotal, yet highly volatile and complex political
dimensions of crises and crisis management. In all fairness, one could criticize the field of
risis management studies for its overtly instrumental orientation. There is a large and fastgrowing pile of self-help, how-to books that promise to make organizations crisis free.

1.3.5 Leadership in Crisis: Five Critical Tasks

Public leaders have a special responsibility to help safeguard society from the adverse
consequences of crisis. Leaders who take this responsibility seriously would have to concern
themselves with all crisis phases: the incubation stage, the onset, and the aftermath. In
practice, policy makers have defined the activities of crisis management in accordance with
these stages- they talk about prevention, mitigation, critical decision making, and a return to
normalcy. Crisis management then involves five critical tasks: sense making, decision
making, and meaning making, terminating, and learning.

21

1.4 Sense Making: Grasping Crises as They Unfold

The acute cnsıs phase seems to pose a straightforward challenge: once a crisis
becomes manifest, public leadership must talk measures to deal with the consequences.

21Williams

p. 57.

R. Kinter et al, "Astudy on Crisis /y[çınagem.ent", University of Pennsylvania, Inc. New York, 2002,
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Reality is much more complex, however. Most crises do not materialize with a big
ang; they are the product of escalation.

Policy makers must recognize

from vague,

ambivalent, and contradictory signals that sometimes out of the ordinary is developing.
he critical nature of these developments is not self-evident; yet policy makers have to "make
ense" of them.

22

Leaders must appraise the threat and decide what the crisis is about. However,
enetrating the events that trigger a crisis - jet plane hitting skyscrapers, thousands of people
ound dead in mass graves a uniform picture of the events rarely emerges: do they constitute a
ragedy, an outrage, perhaps a punishment, or, inconceivably, a blessing in disguise?

Leaders will have to determine how threatening the events are, to what or whom, what
heir operational and strategic parameters are, and how the situation will develop in the period
o come. Signals come from all kinds of sources: some loud, some soft, some accurate, some
idely off the market.

1.4.1 Barriers to Crisis Recognition: Organizational Limitations

The driving mechanisms of crisis are often concealed behind and embedded within the
complexities of the modern systems. Timely crisis recognition, then, depends crucially on
both the capacity of individuals operating these systems and the organizational "designs" for
early crisis detection. The research findings are quite sobering: most individuals and
organizations are ill equipped to detect impending crises. Many public organizations lack son
--

B.om, p. 1 O .

~~
.
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called "reliability experts": professionals with a well-developed antenna for detecting and
coping intelligently with latent safety and security threats.23

Operators often fail to observe that their system is failing. This is partly due to system
haracteristics. Destructive interactions between components are shielded by the complex
technology of these systems. The tight coupling between components allows for a rapid
proliferation of destructive interactions throughout the system. However, problems of
inadequate error detection are also due to pervasive human tendencies in dealing with illtructured problems. It turns out that humans have developed a surprising ability to explain
berrations in such a way that they conform to their established way of thinking. Most people
have great trouble thinking "out of the box," yet this is precisely what is needed to detect
impending crises.24

To a large extent, what goes for individuals also goes for the organizations and
institutions in which they tend to be embedded. Even in the most simple incubation process
with few factors, interacting according to standard patterns and taking a long lead time, the
organizations involved were unable to detect the impending disaster.

1.4.2 Psychological Dimensions of Sense Making: Stress and Performance

The pace of events sets the acute phase of crisis apart from the incubation phase. In a
dynamic and volatile situation, windows of opportunity to intervene are often fleeting.

Perrow, "Normal Accidents: Living with high-risk Technologies," New York, Basic Boks, 1984, 212.
Ibid, p. 213.
.;~
.•....
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Decisions as to whether how to act or not must be made rapidly, or the possibility to affect the
ourse of events may be lost. Furthermore, there are fundamental uncertainties about the
nature of the threat, contextual parameters, and the efficacy of alternative courses of action.

Politicians and bureaucrats in many countries, however hectic their everyday life may
be, rarely have to gauge unfamiliar situations under these extreme pressures. Their normal
modes of situation assessment and policy deliberation are thus sometimes overwhelmed by
the bewildering pace, ambiguity, and complexity of crisis. Routines for coping with the
torrent of information are usually not in place. As a result, policy makers easily become
distressed and distracted. Crucial bits of intelligence get lost in the steady stream of briefings,
phone calls, faxes, emails, wire service reports, cables, and rumors. Since crises tend to
generate high levels of pressure on key policymakers and operational staff, the literature on
:ı

information processing under stress is particularly relevant to the study of problem framing
and sense making under crisis conditions. Stress entails a relationship between a task load and
the coping capacity of an individual or collective.25

Stress need not necessarily degrade performance, if the task load is balanced by a high
degree of coping capacity. Experience appears to be a key factor: seasoned experts are usually
far more at maintaining performance under pressure than novices. 26

The relationship between stress and most people's performance takes the form of an
inverted "U". Absence of stress is associated with lower motivation and performance,
25

Stress has been conceptualized in a number of ways; this definition is adopted from Mann (1977) and Janis
(1966).
26
Eric Stern et al, "The Politics of Crisis MaıJ,.qgement," Cambridge University, 2005, p. 28.
.....•
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moderate stress with high performance, and excessive stress with declining performance once
leaving the optimum zone of the curve.

There

are different

kinds

of stress,

may have rather

different

psychological

onsequences for policy makers. Stress deriving from overload and lack of time has different
psychological consequences than stress deriving from values tradeoffs, fear of loss, internal
dissent, or external conflict. A combination of this stress types-likely in crisis- will thus have
erious consequences for the performance of decision makers.

Coping with several crises at once is particularly
umulative, in the sense that an individual's

tough. Stress is likely to be

ability to cope may be impaired by lingering

effects of previous stress loads a "stress hangover". Stress associated with other professional
tasks or from someone's personal life adds to the total load during a crisis episode.

Some do better than others at compartmentalizing
one domain and prevent it from contaminating

stress: they isolate stress arising in

others. For instance, President Clinton

demonstrated a remarkable capacity to compartmentalize

stress and maintain composure and

focus during the Monica Lewinski scandal, at least in his public performances. President
Nixon, however, was unable to cope with the stress when he found himself confronted
simultaneously with a critical phase in the Watergate scandal and the 1973 Middle East war.
He consumed large quantities of alcohol and behaved in such an erratic manner that his aides
took steps to limit his ability to launch a nuclear strike .

.....•
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ere are a wide range of specific stress effects, for example, under heavy stress, individuals
thought to:27
• Focus on the short term, to the neglect of longer-term considerations ;
• Fall back on and rigidly cling to old and deeply rooted behavioral patterns (often
forgetting more recent ones);
• Narrow and deepen their span of attention,

scrutinizing

"central"

issues while

neglecting "peripheral" ones;
• Be more likely to rely on stereotypes or lapse into fantasies;
• Be more easily irritable .

.3 Precarious Reality-Testing: Constraints
·'

Virtually all crises generate an energetic search for information among all the actors
volved. Once the vast intelligence and expert resources of modern government have been
ıought to bear on the crisis, a huge quantity of raw data and processed "intelligence"

is

nerated. Without mechanisms for coping with this flow of data, policy makers may become
[ralyzed
indiscriminately attentive to particular items of information, which may unduly affect their
'dgments.28

Ibid, p. 29.

M. Brecher, "Crisis in World Politics: Theory al#,lA:reality,"Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1993, p.
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1.4.3.1 Individual Constraints

A half century of cognitive research supports the view that experience mentally coded
into what psychologists call a system of stored representations which is the basis for human
ense making, in everyday life as well as in extreme situations. In addition to their memory,
people's expectations are highly significant. Under conditions of ambiguity humans tend to
"see" what they expect to occur. People use encoded experience; they take a scrap of
information (a cue, as cognitive psychologists call it) and weave a scenario around it, using
encoded experience as mental yarn. Sometimes this kind of cue enlargement points policy
makers in the right direction. Yet it may just as easily lead them down the proverbial garden
path to misperception.29 The tendency to focus on circumstantial cues or merely cosmetic
imilarities between current events and previous ones can be particularly pernicious,
.I

especially if a person is overconfident that his or her interpretation is accurate.

Psychologists now recognize the fundamental limitations of the human ability to
acquire and process information. Individuals tend to be attentive to a certain "set" of issue
while ignoring others. What is on one's mind, the content of the cognitive "agenda" at any
given time,heavily affects the way a person monitors and sorts signals from the environment,
and how he interprets them.

While the human mind is capable of great intellectual feats, it is beset with limitations
when it comes to monitoring and analyzing complex and volatile situations. Individuals are
constantly bombarded with stimuli to such an extent that the stream threatens to overwhelm
29

K. E. Weik, "Organizing for high reliabililf,if>a;ı:essof collective mindfulness," 1999, p. 81.
. .,.
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ıeır capacity to absorb it all. As a result, it is necessary to selectively monitor the
nvironment and "tune out" much of the incoming data in order to reserve the capacity to

rterıd to the most pressing issues at any given time. Of course, even the most skillful experts

re liable to miss important information from time to time. Even when an issue is identified as

nportant and attention is devoted to it, crucial information may be missing or uncertain, and
is necessary to go beyond the information given in making sense of the world.

Human brains collect, organize, store, and recall information by making use of
ackaging and organizing devices, which are generically called cognitive structures. These
ognitive structures, alternatively referred to by researchers as schemas, scripts, analogies,
ıetaphors, or stories, enable people to draw upon encoded and selectively recalled experience
) interpret the present and prepare for the future. In the face of numerous, complex, and
ıutually contradictory cues, people also use mental tricks to facilitate classification,
ıterpretation, and judgment. These "heuristic" short cuts in processing information introduce
iases in our assessment of situations. Sometimes these shortcuts point us in the right
irection; often they lead us astray. Decades of meticulous laboratory research have detailed
ııany different patterns by which people overemphasize some bits of information, and ignore
ır underestimate others. There is a difference between cognitive, affiliative, and egocentric,
ules of thumb that decision makers resort to under high levels of stress.3° Cognitive heuristics
rıd biases amount to parsimonious but dangerously simplistic ways of "making sense" of
omplex situations in such a way as to facilitate the making of quick, straightforward choices.
)nee made, these choices will be "bolstered" by a highly selective treatment of any

ıJanis Iriving, "Crucial Decisions: Leadership inpolicy and crisis management," New York: The Free Press,

989, p. 88.
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ubsequence information that reaches decisions makers. In extreme cases, they will actively
eek out information that contains negative feedback about these choices.

One of the most frequently used short cuts is the reliance on historical analogies to
ake sense of the challenges posed by a contemporary crisis.31 Use of analogies may be a
ore or less spontaneous cognitive attempt to make sense of highly uncertain situations. It
ay also spring from calculated moves to "frame" crises publicly in politically convenient
'ays. In both these circumstances,

there is a clear pitfall associated with applying the

resumed "lessons" of one crisis to another: crises might look similar, but they are unique by

Affiliative rules refer to modes of sense making where "policy makers are likely to
eek a solution that will avert threats to important values in a way that will not adversely
ect their relationships with any important people within the organization, especially those
o whom they are accountable, and that will not be opposed by subordinates who are expected
o implement the new policy decision.t''"

Behavioral tendencies of this kind include the

'avoid punishment rule," which is a propensity to· favor conservative options that don't rock
e boat, and the "preserve harmony rule" that may give rise to the rigid concurrence-seeking
in group-level sense making that has become known as groupthink.

Egocentric rules include both self-serving rules that are invoked to satisfy strong
personal motives, and emotive rules that are directed toward satisfying strong emotional
31

R. N. Neustadt , "Thinking in Time: The uses of historyfor decision-making," New York: The Free Pres, 1986,

. 63.
·2

Iriving, p. 45.
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needs. Such motives include the need for power and control, or a desire for personal
ggrandizement. In many instances these motives are essentially efforts to compensate for
ep-seated feelings -of insecurity and incompetence. Leaders with a very high need for power
and control are likely to harden under stress, and take hawkish positions in conflicts.

The affiliative and egocentric rules of thumb are highly relevant to sense making in
rises. Under normal circumstances, a senior policy maker should be seen "not as cold fish,
ut a warm-blooded mammal, not as a rational calculator always ready to work out the best
solution but as a reluctant decision maker - beset by conflict, doubts, and worry, struggling
ith incongruous longings, antipathies, and loyalties." This is all the more true during crisis
episodes.33 As urgent threats to key societal values and interest appear to be on the rise, so do

the stakes for the responsible political leaders, up to the point of affecting their personal selfesteem and sense of identity.

When he first saw the pictures of Soviet missile installations under construction in
Cuba, John F. Kennedy took it personally and exclaimed: "He [Kruschev] can't do that to
~!"

Kennedy's anger at what he saw as betrayal by Soviet leader was so strong that it

impaired his ability to speak and reason dispassionately for several hours.34 Leaders may also
identify strongly with the plight of victims. After meeting that the American hostages in
Lebanon should be freed. He gave the impression that he would condone any means to
achieve that end short of overt surrender to the hostage-takers' political demands. He created

33

Janis and Mann, "Decision Making: A psychologicalanalysis of conflict, choices and commitment." New
York, 1977, p. 96.
3-1 McCauley, "The nature of social influence in group think: compliance and internalization," Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology, 1989, p. 2~
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climate in which National Security Council staffers felt sanctioned to trade arms for
stages, thus setting up the Reagan administration for the Iran-Contra affairs .

.4.3.2 Organizational Constraints

One may expect these individual vulnerabilities and errors in crisis sense making to be
rrected by someone else's vigilant processing of information in the organization in which
these individuals are embedded. Unfortunately, the problems of organizational information
recessing sketched above the pre-crisis stage do not evaporate once a crisis has become
anifest. On the contrary, they are often aggravated.

People within organizations

tend to perceive

the world differently.

This is an

evitable by-product of differences in tasks, jurisdictions, education, geographical location,
d experience. Moreover, various organizations are often drawn into the crisis at different
oments in its development: some have mandates to be the first respondents, whereas others
ay not come into play until much later.35

The various participating actors tend focus on

ifferent aspects of the situation, and assess conflicting situations reports differently. They
rawn upon different analogies and metaphors, make different inferences and prognoses, and
ee different interests at stake- each from their own organizational
nimportantly,

vantage points. Not

they are well aware that information is a critical resource in the ongoing

ckeying for position that goes on within and between public organizations.

To put it

,uphemistically, sharing information with others is not necessary their first concern or reflex
~hen something extraordinary has happened.
~ U. Rosenthal et al, "Coping with Crisis: The Mttıfiı_g{mentof disaster riots and terrorism", 1989, p. 22.
I
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Furthermore, -since information is a key currency of power in governmental and other
litical settings, officials typically receive information in a relatively arbitrary fashion.
ometimes it is provided as reward or sign of favor; other times it is withheld as punishment
r to neutralize a potential adversary. Such practices may result in distorted sense making in
risis situations, sometimes with tragic consequences.

Poor information sharing in crisis situations is not necessary a result of organizational
ysfunctions or deficient information technology. Often, it is the result of deliberate policy
compartmentalizing

information

for security reasons. Sensitive issues are often

on a so-called needed-to-know

basis. This makes good sense from a security

rspective- the fewer people who are in the know, the fewer who can leak the press, to
olitical ( or bureaucratic) rivals, or to foreign governments, in practice, however, it is often
ifficult to figure out who "needs to know" what.

1.4.3.3 Conditions for Reliable Reality-Testing

There is another side to the crisis sense making story, to begin with, some categories
bf people are known for their ability to remain cool and to stay clear-headed under pressure
take veteran military officers, journalists,

and fire and police commanders,

for instance.

Senior politicians and bureaucrats are generally veterans too - veterans of countless political
and bureaucrats battles during the rise to power. Those who make it all the way to the top of
the hill in competitive political-administrative

systems tend to have relatively well-developed

mechanisms for coping with stress. Some researchers also point to organizations that have a
~;.;~
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proactive culture of' looking for problems"
reliability organizations

in their environment.

These so-called high

have somehow developed a capacity for through yet fast-paced

information processing under stressful conditions.

A)

Mental Slides

Aspiring to adequate, if not always instantly accurate, understanding of the problems
triggered by a crisis is not unrealistic. A growing body of research in the so-called naturalistic
decision-making tradition has transformed the thinking about how operational decisions are
made in crises and other critical incidents.36 Experienced incident commanders rarely arrive at
situational assessments through an explicit conscious process of deliberation, as researchers of
many strips and colors were long wont to assume.

Professional commanders of this kind have developed a rich store of experience and
repertoire of tactics upon which they draw when confronting a critical incident. The minds of
these crisis commanders work like a mental slide carousal containing snapshots of a wide
variety of contingencies

that they have encountered

or learned about. When they find

themselves in a new situation, this is immediately compared with their stored experiences.
This mental slide contains not only an image of the situation but also a recipe for action. In
order to double check that the tactic in question is appropriate

for this situation, the

commander may perform a mental simulation to make sure that there isn't some contextual
factor that might prevent that tactic from producing the desired outcome. If not, it is time to

R. Flin, "Sitting in the Hot Seat: Leaders aııtrt'la.l!;!J for critical incidents," 1996, p. 54.
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issue orders and begin implementing the tactic. Thus once the specific type of situation is
identified, the commander knows what to do.

This mode of information

processing,

though not infallible,

enables competent

performance under difficult, dynamic conditions and peak work loads. Clearly, this tactic
works best when the new contingency closely resembles at least one of the experiences
aptured on the commander's

mental slides. If the situation is radically different from those

tored in memory, a somewhat different kind of sense-making process will be necessary. But
even then, stored experience is resource that can be used to develop a fairly accurate
sessment.

37

A key question is to what extent one can transfer these ideas from the realm of'
uniforms" and operational agencies to the world of high-level policy making. One possible
difference between these two types of leadership settings is the time frames involved. While
politicians and bureaucrats are sometimes called upon to make crucial decisions with a few
moments' notice, like the incident commanders, they usually have much more time than the
latter for consultation.

Situational assessments in crises often arise over a period of hours or

days rather than seconds and minutes. This creates a somewhat greater potential for leaders to
interact with advisers and draw upon a wider range of organizational information resources
than field commanders typically have at their disposal.

However, critical-incident commanders probably have more oppoıtunities than policy
makers to practice sense making under extreme conditions. By contrast, top-level policy
37

R. Flin, "Decision making in crisis.The P~r Alpha disaster," 2001, p. 103-18.
-:..;·""'
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makers though carrying a heavy everyday stress load-do not see major crises all that often, yet
the potential variety of crises they might have to deal with is much larger than that of the
average operational service commander. It should be expected that most senior policy makers
to be able to count their personal experience of full-blown crises on the fingers of one hand or
in the case of those with long and turbulent careers, both hands. Most leaders enter office as
omparative amateurs in the realm of crisis management and may well remain so unless they
experience a major crisis during their tenure.

B) Resilient Organizations

Some organizations develop an impressive capacity to grasp crisis dynamics. These
organizations often work in extremely fast-paced and potentially deadly environments - think
of military, police, and rescue service organizations - but they also exist in high-technology
environments (nuclear power and chemical plants). These organizations have routines for
using provisional information to create a provisional situational assessment and member that
it is just that: provisional. They resist tendencies to adopt and cling to an interpretation based
on limited information and hasty analysis. They force themselves to continuously probe their
ituational assessment - identifying indicators that can be monitored or "tests" devised to
provide warning bells to go off should the initial assessment be off the mark. As new
information becomes available, assessments are updated or even abandoned if the balance of
available evidence begins pointing in a difference direction.38

38

K. E. Weick et, "Organization for high relial'Jfffr)!,~Process of collective mindfulness,"

36

1999, p. 81-123.
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The secret of their success lies in three characteristics: safety awareness,
decentralization, and training. Resilient organizations have created a culture of awareness: all
employees consider safety the overriding concern in everything they do. They expect crises to
happen. They look for them because employees know they are expected to do that - even
hen it comes at the cost of task efficiency. A high degree of decentralization empowers
employees to act upon their intuition: when they suspect "something is brewing," they can
take it "upstairs" in the knowledge that their surveillance will be noted and appreciated. These
organizations do not expect employees to rely on their intuition alone (even though leaders of
hese organizations understand the importance of expert intuition); employees are constantly
trained to look for glitches and troubling signs of escalation. All this suggests that
organizational blind spots should not be seen as inherent defaults of organization but rather as
he outcome of suboptimal leadership efforts.

·ı

1.5 Decision Making

In most if not all crises, the moment arrives when single man or woman must make
faithful choices about the government's course of action. They may seek and obtain counsel
from others, such as professional advisors, political associates, spouses, friends, and academic
experts. But in the end, the leader must decide.

It is important to recapitulate the distinctive nature of the decisional challenges that
crises entail for leaders. Regardless of whether they are inherent in the situation or

._;;:.;.
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ubjectively

perceived

opportunities
,

as such by the person

that combine

in charge,

crises present

leaders

with choice

a number of characteristics:

They are highly consequential:
the price of both "right"

they affect core values and interests

and "wrong"

choices

is high-socially,

of communities

politically,

and

economically,

and in human terms;
,

They are more likely than non-crisis
resolved

only through trade-off

situations

choices,

to contain

or "tragic choices,"

genuine

dilemmas

that can be

where all the options open to

the decision maker entail net losses;
,

they are baffling
the issues,

in that they present leaders with major uncertainties

the likelihood

of future

developments,

and the possible

about the nature of
impact

of various

policy options;
;;...

Choices have to be made relatively
is real, perceived,
of preparing,

This

quickly: there is time pressure-regardless

or self-imposed-which

delaying,

combination

and politically

of whether it

means that some of the tried-and-tested
anchoring

of characteristics

difficult decisions

puts leaders

methods

cannot be applied.

in a difficult

spot:

everybody

is

~

looking to them for direction, yet a crisis makes it very difficult and painful to provide just
that. In choosing leaders have to somehow discount the uncertainties, overcome any anxieties
they may feel, control their impulses, and commit the government's

resources to a course of

action that they can only hope is both effective and appropriate in the political context they
are in.

---"'~ ...•
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Leaders very greatly in this respect, as a brief comparison of US presidents show. Some
eaders tell themselves that making tough calls is part of their job. They accept that they can
get it wrong sometimes, but they feel that office-holding mounts to more than retaining one's
popularity.

Other leaders are less comfortable

with making decision under pressure.

Their

personality and style may predispose them to consider all sides of a problem and therefore
insist upon extensive analysis, multiple sources of advice, and extensive deliberation with and
among advisors before making a decision. Yet other leaders experience crisis decision making
an excruciating predicament. This applies to leaders who dread the idea that their decisions
may disappoint or even damage others, who are afraid to fail, or who become paralyzed by
the need to make a choice in the face of conflicting advice.

Jimmy Carter succumbed to the cumulative pressures brought upon him by the second
world oil crisis, these complex and dynamic events shattered key components of his world
view. Perhaps more impoıtantly, the Iranian hostage crisis wore him down psychologically. A
rnicromanager by inclination,

he met with his innermost

advisors almost every day at

breakfast for over a year to discuss to crisis. Eventually, the frustrating lack of progress, the
increasingly bitter disagreements

between his state department and national security staff

advisors, the failures of the military rescue operation, and the increasingly public humiliation
of his presidency which the hostage crisis elicited, got to him.39

39

B. Glad, "Jimmy Carter: In research of tlıe~at WhiteHouse," 1980, p. 143.
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However eager or reluctant choosers they might be, there are occasions when leaders
ırmly believe that a decision simply has to be made and fast. But fast decisions are not
ecessarily good decisions. In one comprehensive meta-analysis of US presidential decision
making during international crisis, the quality of crisis decision making was low in seven,
· gh in eight, and medium in four out of nineteen cases studied. These mixed results are
mirrored by many single or comparative case studies of international crisis management.

1.5.1 Leaders and their Crisis Teams: Group Dynamics

As a rule, crisis decision making takes place in some type of small-group setting in
'hich political and bureaucratic leaders interact and reach some sort of collective decision'hether by unanimity or majority rule. The small group appears to be an institutionally

ı·

sanctioned forum for crısıs leadership: most crisis contingency plans make provısıon for
ollegial bodies to gather and start coordinating the crisis response effort. These crisis teams
come the critical nodes of what often are vast quite a bit in composition, size, and other
levant characteristics, even within the course of a single crisis."

Small groups have virtues in crısıs decision making, but they can just as easily
come a liability. In the high-pressure, high-consequence context of crises, the potential
dvantages of groups-increased intellectual and cognitive capacity- are easily off-set by
athological group dynamics.

K. Roberts, , "Decision making during inıernsiional
....•.••.. crisis. London: MacMillan," 1988, p. 78.
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The main problem, borne out by historical and laboratory studies alike, is that
dividuals in groups often do not share and use information effectively in advising leaders or
aching collective decisions. Two extreme forms of group behavior impede the quality of
. . oup deliberation and choice: conflict and conformity. Some groups fall apart under crisis
ressure. In other groups, loyalty to the leader and the preservation of unity become the name
f the game: "criticism, dissent and mutual recrimination literally must wait the crisis is

Both extremes typically produce underperformance: too much conflict will paralyze
e decision-making process; too much conformity removes useful obstacles to ill-considered
tions and blunt adventurism. The possibility for extremes is enhanced by the high degree of
ormality that characterizes

the interaction

within crisis groups: procedural

rules and

ı:

titutional safeguards that stabilize regular modes of policy making tend to disappear. While
is may stimulate innovative and creative practices, it also leaves groups fully exposed to a
number of vulnerabilities.

"I
:

A) Newness and Conformity

In many cases, the members of top-level coordination groups or crisis teams are
relatively unfamiliar with what is expected of them and the rules of the game that apply.
Especially in settings where crises are rare occurrences, chances are high that many top
executives have Moreover, since a crisis never conforms fully to the ones foreseen in the

~,....•_.

•ı H. Adomeit, "Soviet Risk-taking and Crisis Qı!lıavior:A theoretical and empirical analysis," 1982, p. 36.
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nanuals; there is a high likelihood that the people gathering around the table will not always
e familiar to one another, let alone have experience of working together as a group.

This likelihood is increased by the often-observed tendency for officials and agencies
o "converge upon" the localities of crisis coordination centers in their effort to take part in
he action. There are symbolic rewards to be reaped from being present at the core of the

;overnment response effort: participation demonstrates that one is deemed relevant. And for
ıll problems they cause, many also experience crises as adrenaline-enhancing breaks from the
laily grind of politics and bureaucracy.42

These new group settings are vulnerable to what some of us in earlier work have

ermed "new group syndrome." Particularly during the first, and often critical, stages of an
ute crisis, "group members are uncertain about their roles and status and thus are concerned
out the possibility of being made a scapegoat, hence they are likely to avoid expressing
ıptions that are different from those proposed by the leader or other powerful persons in the

µ-oup, to avoid conflict by failing to criticize one another's ideas, and even to agree overtly
·ith other people's suggestions while disagreeing covertly." These behaviors may partly be a
roduct of what has been called "false cohesion," which is grounded in group member

notivations to maintain their position within the inner circle of power and prestige. This

·enders the group process vulnerable to the kind of collective ignorance, illusory unanimity,

-elf-censorship, and other propensities for ill-considered decision making commonly
sociated with groupthink.

: U. Rosenthal et al. "Complexityin Urban Cris~:ltanagement," 1994, p. 65.
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Not all new groups develop new group syndrome. A critical factor is whether or not
aders intervene actively in order to set roles, norms, and ground rules that suspend extragroup status considerations and encourage broad and forthright participation from the very
art.

8) Excessive Cordiality and Conformity

Laboring under intense pressure and in relative isolation from "life as usual" in the
·orld outside, crisis teams may easily become more to their members than functional units for
eliberation or political arenas for managing intragovernmental conflict. They can become
"sanctuaries" for a leader and his associates: a place of refuge from pressures of a crisis and
e dilemmas of the responsibilities for dealing with the crisis. Embattled policy makers find
shelter among their peers in a relatively intimate and shielded environment. This helps them
o reduce the anxiety and stress that many of them experience during a crisis.

Such collective stress reduction may come at the price of a diminished capacity for
reality-testing.43

The widely

cited

"groupthink"

tendency,

which

refers

to excessive

oncurrence seeking among members of relatively closed elite groups, has been put forward
in a score of case studies and experimental research as an explanation of policy fiascos and
mismanaged crisis. Members of groups affected by groupthink fall prey to groundless but
infectious optimism about their ability to see through a crisis successfully. Members who do
not share this "illusion of invulnerability," will feel constrained to speak frankly about doubts

"ıua,

p. 80.

~;_;.M
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d misgivings they may have about the course of action preferred by the group and/or its
aders.

In more protracted crises, crisis teams of the more closed-knit kind may fall prey to
"bunker syndrome," i.e. the tendency for members of the crisis group to stick together in
lative isolation from their regular organizational

and external constituencies,

and for the

_ oup as a whole to reify its own view of the crisis even though more and more actors in the
utside world are shifting perspectives and priorities.

Whether excessive conformity or destructive infighting is likely to affect a crisis team
not a matter of chance. It has, of course, to do with the nature of the interpersonal and
teragency relations prior to the crisis: do they know, respect, and trust each other fully, or
ot at all? Is the group considered a "safe" or a "dangerous" place? Do the group members
nderstand that they depend on each other to achieve their aims? The accountability structure
nder which a crisis team operates is also an important factor. When group members feel they
e not accountable at all, or will be held accountable as members of the group as a whole,
they are more likely to display conformity behavior in the groupthink and new group mould.
hen they know they have to answer individually for what they said and did during the crisis,
he likelihood of more vigilant and possibly also more trident postures increases sharply."

C) Centrifugality and Politicking

Groupthink and new group syndrome produce excessive conformity and consensus
seeking in crisis teams. But crisis may also give rise to intense internal conflict. This should

.ı..ı

Boin, p. 23.
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In short, leaders or other group members may deliberately attempt to reduce, widen, or
erwise "rig" the composition of the inner circle to gain acceptance for their preferred
courses of action and deny proponents of competing views a platform.46

D) Success Factor

It's good to know that crisis teams, whether they are emergency operations centers at
e tactical level or inner circles and war cabinets at the senior political level, can actually
·ork quite well, provided certain conditions are met. Admittedly, this is more the case in
eory than in observed crisis practice, but at least the thrust of research is unequivocal. It
hows that crisis teams are more likely to perform effectively in communities or governments
'here certain types of crises are recurring rather than rare phenomena. The key policy makers
and agencies are thus more likely to have meaningful experience in working together.47
..toreover,

team performance

is enhanced

if the pre-existing

interpersonal

and inter-

organizational relationships among the chief actors represented in the crisis group are marked
ya reasonable degree of mutual trust. At the very least, entrenched competition, rivalry, and
onflict among the people or organizations involved must be avoided; there needs to be a
modicum of what sociologists call "domain consensus," i.e. a certain shared understandings of
the purposes of the group or center, their own roles in it, and those of others.48 Also, it helps if
there is general acceptance of the different roles and responsibilities among group members: it
must be clear who lead-and thus make the final choices- and who advise-and thus have a duty

P. D. Hoyt and J. A. Garisson, "Political manipulation within the small group offoreign advisers in the Carter
administration," 1997, p. 249.
•'7 Wenger et al, 1986.
~8 T.E. Drabek, Managing the emergency resıiiifı!!"°'" Public Administration Review", 1985, p. 92.
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o "speak truth to power" to the best of their professional

ability, even if this truth is

npleasant.

The institutionalization

of procedures

for group composition

and deliberation

is

articularly important. These procedures help leaders of crisis groups to use their authority
'isely to create the conditions for optimal information sharing, collaboration,

and frank

iscussion, and not succumb to the temptation of dominating or even manipulating the group
rocess.

The best-known procedure is called multiple advocacy. It directs leaders to create and
maintain a courtroom like setting where proponents of different policy proposals get an
opportunity to argue their case before an as yet uncommitted "magistrate-leader."

A neutral

··custodian-manager" guides the process; his only objective is to ensure that all the relevant
stakeholders and experts are present, that all relevant information and viewpoints are laid on
he table, and that effective debate advocacy method seems eminently appropriate for the
management of crisis coordination units, where so much is riding on charting a cogent policy
line and dealing with decisional dilemmas in a responsible fashion.

The characteristics of crises place constraints upon the viability of this procedure. For
one, the sheer pace of events during the acute stages of a crisis makes it exceedingly difficult
for groups to adopt such a highly proceduralized,

reflective, and time-consuming

mode of

collective deliberation. When faced with exogenous pressures to act fast and to be seen to take

~;-.;.
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barge, leaders often feel forced to discount the requirements for optimal group deliberation
d choice procedures.

Perhaps more importantly, given the high personal and political stakes that top
fficials have in crisis management, it may be too much to expect that they stick to the selfposed limitations of the various roles accorded to them by the multiple advocacy models.
e purely procedural role of the custodian requires an almost superhuman effort on the part
· an official who is more likely than not to have been selected on the basis of substantive
xpertise and profile, and who will find it impossible not to get drawn into interagency pulling
d hauling.49 In crises, officials and agencies look to the top-level office holders for clear
sense of purpose and direction, but the precepts of multiple advocacy prohibit these same top
fficials from taking positions and expressing policy preferences until there has been ample
pportunity for group discussion.

This creates a double bind for leaders: they must commit and not commit at the same
ime. Meltsner put it well when he argued that "there is a delicate balance between the need
·or the ruler to be strong minded (in responding to crisis) and the need for openness in
resenting problems and receiving advice.". What is required is a ruler who appears to the
external world to be in charge but who, within the inner circle, has created norms of equality
o promote the discussion, dissent, and multiple perspectives.Y' Even in the best of
circumstances, however, the shadow of hierarchy is always present in groups with a clear

,~ A. L.George and E. K. Stern, "Harnessing conflict inforeign policy making: From devil's to multiple
advocacy," Presidental Studies Quarterly, 2002, p. 484.
·- Arjen Boin, "The politics of crisis management," Cambridge University Press, 2005, p. 50.
:, George and Stern, p. 485.
~~
..,.,
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thority structure, some group members will second-guess the leader's preferences and tell
what they think he will want to hear, or at least avoid telling him what they think he does
t want to know.

;a,
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CHAPTER TWO
The Role of Some Actors in Resolving Crises in the Middle East

1 Conflict Resolution

The development and implementation of peaceful strategies for settling conflicts are
own by the general term conflict resolution. These methods are at work, competing with
iolerıt methods, in virtually all-international conflicts. The use of conflict resolution has been
reasing, becoming more sophisticated and succeeding more often. 1

Most conflict resolution attempts use a third party whose role is mediation between
o conflicting parties. Most of today's international conflicts have one ormore mediating

ies working regularly to resolve the conflict short of violence. There is no hard-and-fast
saying what kind of third parties mediate what kind of conflicts. Presently the UN is the
ost important mediator on the world scene. Some regional conflicts are mediated through
gional organizations,

single states, NGOs or even private individuals. For instance, the

rmer president of Costa Rica, Oscar Arias, won the 1987 Nobel peace prize for mediating a
ultilateral agreement among Central American presidents to end several brutal wars in the
gion.

In the mid-1990s, former president Jimmy Carter emerged as a virtual one-man band
or international mediation. He closed agreements on nuclear proliferation in North Korea, on
omestic transition in Haiti, and on cease-fire in Bosnia and in Sudan. Although each
greement was criticized, Carter has clearly become a specialized instrument of diplomacy

Ho-Won Jeong, "Conflict Resolution: Dynamics, Process, and Structure," Brookfield, VT: Ashgate, 2000,
. 29.
..ı,,:.;;
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t

can be brought into play in international bargaining, and in some cases as a genuine
mative to military options.

The involvement of the mediator can vary. Some mediation is strictly technical; a
diator may take an active but strictly neutral role in channeling communication between
·o states that lack other channels of communications.2 For instance, Pakistan secretly passed
ages between China and the United States before the breakthrough in U.S.-Chinese
lations in 1971. Such a role is sometimes referred to as offering the mediator's good offices
a negotiating process. In facilitating communication, a mediator works to change each
e's view of difficult issues. In these roles, the mediator is like the translator between the
·o sides, or a therapist helping them work out psychological problems in their relationship.

Mediators may also actively propose solutions based on an assessment of each side's
mands and interests. Such solutions may be compromises, may recognize the greater
alidity of one side's position (or power), or may be creative ideas that meet the needs of both
ies. A fifty-fifty compromise is not always the best or fairest solution; it may simply
ward the side with the more extreme starting position.'

If both sides agree in advance to abide by a solution devised by a mediator, the process
arbitration. In that case, both sides present their arguments to the arbitrator, who decides on
fair solution. For example, the Israelis and Egyptians submitted their border dispute over the
tel at Taba to arbitration when they could not come to an agreement on their own, Chile and
"Joshua S. Goldstein, "International Relations," Sixth Edition, Priscilla McGeehan, 2005, p. 130.
"aacov Bar-Sirnon-Tov, From "Conflict Rg~lution to Reconciliation," Oxford University Press, 2004, p. 23.
-:;.."'-·
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gentina gave their border problems to a panel of Latin America judges in the 1980s and
Os. When Serbian and Bosnian negotiators could not agree on who should get the city of
ko, they turned the issue over to arbitration rather than hold up the entire 1995 Dayton
eement. Arbitration often uses a panel of three people, one chosen by each side unilaterally
d a third on whom both sides agree.

In many situations, two conflicting parties could benefit from a solution other than war
t

lack the trust and communication channels to find such a solution. Neutral mediation with

.arious degree of involvement can bring about awareness of the two parties' common
erests. For example, Egypt and Israel had a common interest in making peace in the late
970s, but they also had a high level of mistrust. U.S president Jimmy Carter invited the two
ds of state to private and relaxed setting his Camp David retreat where they could go
ough the issues without the restriction of formal negotiations.

When heads of state do not see their common interests, ordinary citizens might try to
e awareness of such mutual interests on both sides. Travel and discussion by private
Ividuals and groups toward this end has been called citizen diplomacy, and it occurs fairly
gularly when conflicting states are stuck in a cycle of hostility, track two diplomacy or
official diplomacy.

Conflicting parties and mediators can also work to restructure the terms of bargaining,
effect extends the possible solutions for one or both sides so that their interests overlap.
· en a mediator can come up with a win-win solution. This may be as simple as providing

;~.-:.ı~·
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ans for one or both parties to save face when giving up some demand. In other cases,
ative solutions may satisfy both parties.4 For instance, at the Camp David negations, Egypt

isted on regaining sovereignty over all its territory in the Sinai deseıt. Israel insisted on
urity against the threat of attack from the Sinai. The win-win solution was a return of the
rritory to Egyptian sovereignty but with most of it demilitarized so that Egypt could not use
o stage an attack. A win-win solution often trades off two disputed items on which the
tes place different priorities. Each side can then prevail on the issue that it considers
portant while yielding on an issue it does not care about as much.

Another way to create mutual interests is to break a conflict into pieces and start with
ıose pieces in which a common interest and workable solution can be found. These may be
gely symbolic confidence-building measures at first but can gather momentum as the
ess proceeds. A gradual increase in trust reduces the risks of nonviolent settlements
lative to their costs and creates an expectation that the issues at stake can be resolved
nviolently.

.,

'
A mediator who is in a position to apply positive or negative leverage to the two
ies can use that leverage to influence each side's calculation of interests. For instance, the
romise of future U.S aid to both Israel and Egypt was an important sweetener in bringing
em to substantive agreement at Camp David. Likewise, the reluctance of states in the
Middle East to incur U.S displeasure played a role in bringing parties in the Arab-Israeli
conflict into peace talks in 1991-2000.

Trace two diplomacy often involves a third party, which organizes unofficial meetings between the conflicting
arties. The participants are usually not top po,lgfciansbut other influential persons. Like journalists, teachers,
ademicians etc. the goal is to get them coınırtın~.to peace process.
'-'t
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1.1 The Madrid Peace Conference

President Bush and James Baker, his secretary of state, thought that the time was ripe
improvements in the Middle East and that the meeting of the former enemies, in the
· sh capital would signal to the world that time had come for a solution, however difficult
might appear. Bush wanted a solution to the Middle East problem because it had taken up
much of Washington's time, creating problems with the US-Arab relationship and with
Jewish lobby in the United States. He therefore suggested a peace conference, together
ith the USSR and other concerned state, such as those of the area and the EU.5 Arab
ntries that had participated in the anti-Iraq alliance especially Syria, which was about to
the support from it is long time protector, the USSR realized that they had better to
Ilow the proposals of the sole superpower. Jordan was also eager to help the Americans
rget its lack of co-operation, which had angered Washington during the Gulf War. 6 Also the
d of the cold war and the collapse of USSR changed the political balance in the Middle
t.7

An agreement was reached on Madrid as the meeting place, and although this
conference gave some impetus to progress in the Middle East, it was not much to speak of,

gain considered in hindsight. This time it was the Jerusalem government led by Shamir,
ther than the Arab states, which created a problem. Bush employed a great deal of

· William B. Quandt, "Peace Process," The Brookings Institution, Washington, 2001, p. 120.
Lars Blinkenberg, "The Middle East Conflict From Bad to Worse to War," University Press of Southern
naınark, 2006, p. 175.
· After the collapse of the Soviet Union, the United States became the only big superpower in the world, and this
situation changed the balance of power in th~U;ternational system.
0
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uasiorı and even some arm-twisting to get Shamir to the conference table. The intentions
- the Israeli Prime Minister, an angry hawk, were those of obstructing, not of collaborating
ith Washington or showing any goodwill with regard to peace process settlement. Shamir
uld not accept a separate Palestinian delegation, but only a common Jordanian-Palestinian
.e. Eventually the two delegations acted on an individual basis and this must be seen as a
ited, but important, diplomatic victory for the Palestinian Liberation organization (PLO).

The conference was held in late October 1991 in the Spanish capital, under the joint
airmanship of George Bush and, in his eleventh hour, Mikhail Gorbachev, who would soon
· appear from the scene of world politics. There was participation from the following Arab
untries: Lebanon, Syria and combined Jordanian-Palestinian delegation. Israel was there, of
urse, on the other side of the table, and there were the two co-sponsors, the superpower(s),
ı•,,

EU and several other countries.8

An agreement was reached fairly soon to begin peace negotiations, and at the same
e it was also decided that these should follow both bilateral and multilateral paths. With
gard to the latter, the plan was that questions of common interest should be negotiated, but
Syrians and the Lebanese objected to starting such negotiations until there was progress in
e bilateral paths.

Not withstanding Shamir's indirect boycott of the talks, and in spite of the
ervations, the Madrid result was the most important first step towards a genuine,
omprehensive and just peace arrangement for the area that had ever seen the light of day.
n October 1990, there were two superpowers in the world, which are the United States of America and the
vier Union.
~~ -:.."-·
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It took time for positive negotiations to begin; they had to wait until a new and more
rstanding leadership was in place in Israel under Rabin's second government, from June
-· It was certainly not easy for the parties to initiate negotiations after so many years of
mess and fighting, punctuated by some attempts at rapprochement. It would be expected
the most difficult country to convince would Syria, but President Hafez Assad spoke of
need for a "peace of the brave".With its fairly large-scale participation in the allied war
- rt against Iraq, Syria could feel that it had come in from the cold. The Lebanese were
ly skeptical for various reasons, especially because of their complicated situation haunted
. memories of the brutal Israeli occupation in 1982-83, which was still felt in large areas of
ir country. But having just concluded their long civil war, they were weak and had to
ow in the path of the Syrians, their new masters with regard to foreign politics. The longformer (and later) Prime Minister, Selim Hoss, directly advised against Lebanese
.I

· cipation. The Palestinians, who had to work within the Jordanian delegation, were happy

ause it was the first time they could act on the international scene almost on a par with the
elis. No one knew yet that they were not far from the direct negotiations with the Israelis
ding to the Oslo Accord, and the same was the case for the Jordanians. Eventually each of
e countries or entities negotiated individually. The improving atmosphere in the area
ulting from the Madrid meeting certainly had its positive effects.

Shalim argues that, "The Madrid peace conference was carefully stage-managed by
e Americans, with James Baker acting as the chief puppeteer. It was he and his aides, who
e to be known as the peace processors and stipulated that the basis for the negotiations
·ould be SC solutions 242 and 338 and the principle of exchanging territory for peace.

~,.~
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Shalim also stresses the degree to which the Israeli Prime Minister was an obstacle to
gress in Madrid, and that this fact explains the intervention of Farouk Shaara ( the foreign
· ter of Syria); in his address to the conference, Shaara alluded to the fact that Prime
nister Shamir had assassinated the UN representative, Bernadotte, in 1948: "Here stands
man who killed a peace mediator", said Shaara.9

Five rounds of bilateral talks in Washington under American supervision soon
owed the Madrid meeting. Not unexpectedly did they almost become abortive because of
Shamir government's obstructive policy, and soon the US election campaign was taking
most of the attention of the Washington administration.

Only two negotiation rounds, which were carried out in secret to begin with, led to
itive results. They will be dealt with separately because of their importance in the overall
nflict pattern: first, the Oslo Process, begun in late 1992 and early 1993, and secondly, the
ateral talks between Israel and Jordan in 1994 leading to a peace treaty.

It has seen here that the Madrid Conference was the first step in crisis management in
Middle East; the US was the sponsor of theprocess (manger), which tried to manage the
· is and deal with them in a diplomatic way, to end the long conflict between the parties.
e objective was the avoidance of war and the peaceful resolution of confrontation between
e parties and this is the most important object in crisis management to gain at the end an
ceptable solution between the conflicting parties.

Avi Shalim, "The Iron Wall," Peoguin, Londo):, 2000, p. 492-501.
~"·
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1.2 The Oslo Talks and Agreements

The second step in crisis management was Oslo Accords, officially called the
laration of Principles on Interim Self-Government Arrangements or Declaration of
ciples (DOP), were finalized in Oslo, Norway on August 20, 1993, and subsequently
ially signed at a public ceremony in Washington D.C. on September 13, 1993, with
er Arafat signing for the Palestine Liberation Organization and Shimon Peres signing for
State of Israel. It was witnessed by Warren Christopher for the United States and Andrei
ozyrev for Russia, in the presence of US President Bill Clinton and Israel's Prime Minister
itzhak Rabin with the PLO's Chairman Yasser Arafat."

I

The Oslo Accords were a culmination of a series of secret and public agreements,
ting particularly from the Madrid Conference of 1991 onwards, and negotiated between the
sraeli government and the Palestine Liberation Organization (acting as the representative of
e Palestinian people) in 1993 as part of a peace process trying to resolve the IsraeliPalestinian conflict.

Despite the high hopes expressed in the Accords and in the subsequent agreements,
·hich also promised the normalization of Israel's relations with the Arab world, the conflict
not been resolved.

hnp://www.memritv.org!franscript.asp?Pl=l205,
"'O October 2006.
.,.:.;.

• !I

Oslo Accords between Israelis and Palestinians, visited in
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The accords aroused in the two peoples,
r an end the violence,

but not everyone

the Israeli and the Palestinian,

participated

in this hope.

11

a wave of hope

In Israel, a strong debate

ver the accords took place; the left wing supported them, while the right wing opposed them .
.After a two day discussion in the Knesset on the government proclamation in the issue of the

cord and the exchange of the letters, on September 23, 1993 a vote of confidence was held
which 61 Knesset members voted for the decision, 50 voted against and 8 abstained. The
Palestinian reactions to the accords were not homogeneous, either. The Fatah accepted the
cords, but the Hamas, the Palestinian Islamic Jihad and the Popular Front for the Liberation
f Palestine, which were known as the "refusal organizations", objected to the accords since
e groups completely denounce Israel's right to exist. On both sides there were fears of the
her side's intentions. Israelis suspected that the Palestinians were not sincere in their desire
o reach peace and coexistence with Israel, but relate to that as part of the Ten Point Program
which is called in Israel Tokhnit HaSHlavinı or Torat HaSHlavim). For evidence they
rought statements of Arafat's in Palestinian forums in which he compared the accord to the
Khodeyba agreement that the prophet Muhammad

signed with the sons of the tribe of

Quraish. Those statements could be understood also as an attempt to justify the signing of the
cords in accordance with historical-religious

precedent. The Israelis trust in the accord was

ndermined also by the fact that after the signing of the accord the terrorist attacks against
rael did not cease and even intensified, which could be explained as an attempt by the terror
organizations to thwaıt the peace process. Others believed that the Palestinian Authority had
no interest in ceasing these attacks and was instead endorsing them. Hundreds of Israeli
ivilians died in attacks by suicide bombers and others by Palestinian organizations during the
ime of the Oslo Accords. Important sections of Israeli public opposed the process; notably,
1

Because of the deep rooted enmity between the two parties, some people didn't believe in the peace process,
and the right of Israel exist and the conflic~~.ill continue, for example Haınas in Palestine.
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Jewish settlers feared that it would lead to them losing their homes. This process
·entually resulted in the assassination of Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin by the Israeli right
ing activist Yigal Amir.12 Israeli suspicions were confirmed by Ziyad Abu'Ein of Fatah
ring an interview on Alam TV July 4, 2006: "The Oslo Accords were not what the
estinian people dreamt of. The dream of the Palestinian people is the return, selftermination, the establishment of an independent Palestinian state, and the liberation of its
d. However, there would have been no resistance in Palestine if not for Oslo. It was Oslo
at strongly embraced the Palestinian resistance. All the occupied territories - and I was one
~ the activists in the first and second Intifada, and I was arrested by Israel several times... If
ot for Oslo, there would have been no resistance. Throughout the occupied territories, we
ould not move a single pistol from one place to another. If not for Oslo, the weapons we got
ough Oslo, and if not for the "A" areas of the Palestinian Authority, if not for the training,
e camps, the protection provided by Oslo, and if not for the release of thousands of
Palestinian prisoners through Oslo - this Palestinian resistance could not have carried out this
'°

eat Palestinian Intifada, with which we confronted the Israeli occupation."

The Cave of the Patriarchs massacre is often blamed for destabilizing the Palestinians'
trust in the process. Also, the expansion of the settlements and blockades which caused the
deterioration of economic conditions caused frustration and a corresponding drop in support
·or the accord and those who stood behind its ratification.

2

Eran Oded, "Arab-Israel Peacemaking." The Continuum Political Encyclopedia of the Middle East." Ed.
Avraham Sela. New York: Continuum, 20..{tı p. 40.
-~
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There were two major structural problems in the Oslo Accords:-13

1- By definition they did not include even the basis of the final solution.
2- There was no follow up mechanism for the process.

This means that from the perspective of the crisis management two most important
ements were missing: The target and observation mechanism to know what is going on in
e process. One of the most important issues that has not been solved is the refugees, and
erusalem (historical and religious palaces), the political borders, Oslo Process had no clear
goals or mechanism that can finish the conflict, and the main important factor in crisis
nagement is to have a clear mechanism, a clear objectives or goals that the two parties will
ept so they can have a solution acceptable from all the conflicting parties. As it's seen
w, the peace process has stopped and the crisis increased specially in Gaza and West Bank
management

couldn't

success, until a clear goals and mechanism will be

tablish.
ı

,I

1.3 The New Middle East

The New Middle East concept with regional framework is a typical crisis management
tructure. The plan for the new Middle East was formulated in 1993 following the signing of
e Oslo Accords. Shimon Peres, who was the foreign minister, authored the plan, presenting
~ principal ideas in the book The New Middle East. Progress in the peace process between
rael and Palestinians, complemented by the peace agreement with Jordan, and accelerated
e attempt to implement some parts of the plan for the new Middle East. The concept of a
ew Middle East is based on the premise that only by establishing a regional framework that
- Dr. Jouni Suistola.
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ludes all of the countries in the Middle East, will it be possible to bring to an end the
nflict between Israel and Arab states.14 Such a framework would encourage the countries of
region to work together to resolve regional problems; this cooperation would in turn
mote regional economic development. In a speech before the United Nations General
embly, Peres stressed that the concept of a new Middle East was not designed to lead to
eli economic domination in the Middle East, but rather was designed to aid economic
velopment in all the countries of the region. Peres claimed that the Arab states were faced
iıh two options: the first, to support the program for the new Middle East, and thereby join
developed world; the second, to reject the program, and thereby remain poor, internally
table nations

The plan for the new Middle East was formulated to achieve four goals, the
hievement of which would help attain regional stability.15 These goals were: halting the
read of radical Islamic fundamentalism, raising the standard of living, improving the sense
the national security in each country by means of arms control, and fostering
mocratization in the nations of the region. Four "belts" for regional action were defined for
e first stage of the implementation: the _green belt, concentrating on combating
ertification and contending with water problems in the region; the blue belt, focusing on
e development of regional tourism; the gray belt, to create a transportation and
ommunications network among countries in the region; and the white belt, to limit the arms
ace. In practice, Israel and the world invested most of their efforts in realizing the economic
and commercial aspects of the plan, for example, the Casablanca Conference of 1994, and the

Awartani Hisham and Kleiman Ephraim, "Economic integration among participants in ılıe Middle East peace

process", Middle East journal, Vol.51, 1995, p. 2}.5-29.
· Shimon Peres, "the New Middle East" New Ytı'tiçJf. Holt., 1993, p .61.
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an

Conference 1995, and the establishment of offices of trade and commerce contributed

ing the commercial ties between Israel and Arabic states 16.
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1: The Middle East

ce: Armed Forces Journal But the unjust borders in the Middle East- to borrow from Churchill ... To new
itish Army chief. Gen.Richard Dannatt, Postedl 1/11/2006 by Administrator.
,w .armedforcesjournal.com/2006/06/1833899.

When Benjamin Netanyahu came to power in 1996, his foreign policy did nothing to
remote the idea of a new Middle East. Under Netanyahu's leadership, governmental support
-or cooperative projects like joint industrial zones diminished. The foreign policy of the
_ ietanyahu government led to a boycott of the economic conference in Doha by some of the
Arab states; this in turn seriously damaged the chances of carrying out plans for New Middle

0

Ohad Leslau, "The New Middle East from the perspective of the old Middle East," MERIA Journal, Vol. 1 O,
..~_,_.•.

_\O. 3, 2006, p. 7.
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. The outbreak of the second intifidah precipitated the closure of most of the trade offices
tained in Israel by states like Qatar and Bahrain, and a freeze on construction of joint
ıaıustrial zones. This effectively put the final nail in the coffin of plans for a New Middle
-·. Even during the most promising period of progress, when a multitude of plans appeared
rwoven into a vision for the New Middle East, only a tiny fraction of these projects were

One possible explanation for the failure of conflict resolution generally, and of
solution of the Arab-Israeli conflict in particular, is the deep-rooted enmity between the two
stile parties in the conflict. Consequently, the means of the crisis management have not
ome sufficient to maintain the peace in the Middle East. The last examples from this
pect are the war in Lebanon in 2006 and the continued crisis of violence between the
elis and Palestinians.

1.4 The other New Middle East

The term "New Middle East" was reintroduced to the world in June 2006 in Tel
viv by U.S. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice (who was credited by the Western media
r coining the term) in replacement of the older and more imposing term, the "Greater

Richard N. Haass," The New Middle East", Foreign Affairs. November/December 2006.

.
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This shift in foreign policy phraseology coincided with the inauguration of the BakuTbilisi-Ceyhan (BTC) Oil Terminal in the Turkish Eastern Mediterranean. The U.S. Secretary
of State, subsequently heralded the term and conceptualization of the "New Middle East," and
the Israeli Prime Minister at the height of the Anglo-American sponsored Israeli siege of
Lebanon. Prime Minister Olmert and Secretary Rice had informed the international media that
a project for a "New Middle East" was being launched from Lebanon.

This announcement was a confirmation of an Anglo-American-Israeli "military
roadmap" in the Middle East. This project, which has been in the planning stages for several
years, consists of creating an arc of instability, chaos, and violence extending from Lebanon,
Palestine, and Syria to Iraq, the Persian Gulf, Iran, and the borders of NATO-garrisoned
Afghanistan.
,ı

Washington and Tel Aviv introduced the "New Middle East" project publicly with the
ı;

expectation that Lebanon would be the pressure point for realigning the whole Middle East
and thereby unleashing the forces of "constructive chaos." This "constructive chaos" -which
generates conditions of violence and warfare throughout the region- would in turn be used so
that the United States, Britain, and Israel could redraw the map of the Middle East in
accordance with their geo-strategic needs and objectives.

A)

New Middle East Map

Secretary Condoleezza Rice stated during a press conference that "what we're seeing
here [in regard to the destruction of Lebanon and the Israeli attacks on Lebanon, in a sense, is
~~;
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the growing-the 'birth pangs'-of a 'New Middle East' and whatever we do we (meaning the
United States) have to be certain that we're pushing forward to the New Middle East and not
going back to the old one."18 Secretary Rice was immediately criticized for her statements
both within Lebanon and internationally for expressing indifference to the suffering of an
entire nation, which was being bombed indiscriminately by the Israeli Air Force.

B) The Anglo-American Military Roadmap in the Middle East and Central Asia

U.S. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice's speech on the "New Middle East" had set
the stage. The Israeli attacks on Lebanon -which had been fully endorsed by Washington and
London- have further compromised and validated the existence of the geo-strategic objectives
of the United States, Britain, and Israel. According to Professor Mark Levine the "neo-liberal
Globalizes and neo-conservatives, and ultimately the Bush Administration, would latch on to
reative destruction as a way of describing the process by which they hoped to create their
new world orders," and that "creative destruction [in] the United States was, in the words of
neo-conservative philosopher and Bush adviser Michael Ledeen, 'an awesome revolutionary
force' for creative destruction ... "19

U.S. State Department; Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice, What the Secretary Has Been Saying; Special
Briefing on the Travel to the Middle East and Europe of Secretary Condoleezza Rice, Washington, DC. July 21,
2006. http://www.state.gov/secretary/rm/2006/69331.htm, visited in 15 November, 2006.
•0

Professor Mark LeVine, The New Creative Destruction, Asia Times, August 22, 2006.
np://www.atimes.com/atiınes/Middle_East/HH22Ak01.html, visited in 15 November, 2006.
~..•~
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It should be noted that in his book, The Grand Chessboard: American Primacy and Its

ı'
Geo-strategic Imperatives, Zbigniew Brzezinski, a former U.S. National Security Advisor,
alluded to the modern Middle East as a control lever of an area he, Brzezinski, calls the
Eurasian Balkans. The Eurasian Balkans consists of the Caucasus (Georgia, the Republic of
Azerbaijan, and Armenia) and Central Asia (Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan, Afghanistan, and Tajikistan) and to some extent both Iran and Turkey. Iran and
10

Finlandization means an increase influence of a great power over another state.

21Professor

Andrej K.reutz;The Geopolitics of post-Soviet Russia and the Middle East, Arab Studies Quarterly
(ASQ), Association of Arab-American University Graduates, Washington D.C., January 2002.
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m2501/is_l_24/ai_93458l68/pg_l, visited in 16 November, 2006.
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rkey both form the northernmost tiers of the Middle East (excluding the Caucasus/'') that
ge into Europe and the former Soviet Union.23

ı The Map of the "New Middle East"

A relatively unknown map of the Middle East, NATO-gaıTisoned Afghanistan, and
stan has been circulating around strategic, governmental, NATO, policy and military
rcles since mid-2006. It has been causally allowed to surface in public, maybe in an attempt
build consensus and to slowly prepare the general public for possible, maybe even
taclysmic, changes in the Middle East. This is a map of a redrawn and restructured Middle
t

identified as the "New Middle East."

This map of the "New Middle East" seems to be based on several other maps,
luding older maps of potential boundaries in the Middle East extending back to the era of

-.s.

President Woodrow Wilson and World War I. This map is showcased and presented as

e brainchild of retired Lieutenant-Colonel (U.S. Army) Ralph Peters, who believes the
designed borders contained in the map will fundamentally solve the problems of the
ontemporary Middle East.

=nıe Caucasus or Caucasia can be considered as part of the Middle East or as a separate region.

~~

~
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2: The New Middle East
ce: Armed Forces Joumal But the unjust borders in the Middle East - to borrow from Churchill ... To new British Army chief.24
.Richard Dannatt, PostedI 1/11/2006 by Administrator. www.armedforcesjoumal.com/2006/06/1833899.

The plan for a new Middle East depending on religious or ethnic perspectives will
rease the crisis in the Middle East region. Because most states or people didn't accept this
ap, and in crisis management perspective, Crises occur when core values or life-sustaining
ystems of a community come under threat and the more lives are governed by values under
eat, the deeper the crisis goes. To decrease the crisis in the Middle East, the best way is to
e diplomatic way not by force, as happened in Iraq in 2003.

Lieutenant-Colonel Ralph Peters prepared the following map. lt was published in the Armed Forces Journal in June 2006,
Peters is a retired colonel of the U.S. National War Academy. (Map Copyright Lieutenant-Colonel Ralph Peters2006).
Although the map does not officially reflect Pentagon doctrine, it has been used in a training program at NATO's Defense
College for senior military officers. This map, as well as other similar maps, has most probably been used at the National
ar Academy as well as in military planning circles.

·-·
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The UN's Activity in Middle East: Resolutions and Crisis management

The United Nations has been concerned with the question of the Middle East from its
It has formulated principles for peaceful settlement and dispatched various
ekeeping operations, and continues to support efforts towards a just, lasting and
mprehensive solution to the underlying political problems.

The question has its origin in the issue of the status of Palestine. In 1947, Palestine
a Territory administered by the United Kingdom under a mandate from the League of
tions: it had a population of some 2 million, two thirds Arabs and one third Jews. The
neral Assembly in 1947 endorsed a plan, prepared by the United Nations Special
mmittee on Palestine, for the partition of the Territory: it provided for creating an Arab and
-ish state, with Jerusalem under international status. The Palestinian Arabs, the Arab states

d some other states rejected the plan.25

On 14 May 1948, the United Kingdom relinquished its mandate and the Jewish
gency procJaimed the state of Israel.26 The following day, the Palestinian Arabs, assisted by
ab States, opened hostilities against the new state. The hostilities were halted through a
ce called for by the Security Council and supervised by a mediator appointed by the
neral Assembly, assisted by a group of military observers which came to be known as the
.nited Nations Truce Supervision Organization (UNTSO)- the first United Nations observer
sion.

- http://www.palestine-un.org/mission/3f_role.htınl, the role of United Nation's organizations in Palestine,
ited in 20 November, 2006.
--~·
UN Resolution in 1948 gave birth to Israel. ..-·~....,
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As a result of the conflict and the fail of crisis management, some 750,000 Palestinian
abs lost their homes and livelihoods and became refugees. To assist them, the General
sembly in 1949 established the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine
efugees in the Near East (UNRWA), which has since been a major provider of assistance
da force for stability in the region. Unresolved, Arab-Israeli hostilities led again to warfare
1956, 1967 and 1973, each conflict leading Member States to call for United Nations
diation and peacekeeping missions. The 1956 conflict saw the deployment of the first fulledged peacekeeping force, the United Nations Emergency Forces (UUNEF), which oversaw
oop withdrawals and contributed to peace and stability.

The 1967 war involved fighting between Israel and Egypt, Jordan, and Syria, during
hich Israel occupied the Sinai peninsula, the Gaza Strip, the West Bank of the Jordan River,
luding East Jerusalem, and part of Syria's Golan Heights. The Security Council called for a
asefire, and subsequently dispatched observers to supervise the ceasefire in the Egypt-Israel
tor.

From crisis management perspective, the Council, by resolution 242 (1967), defined
rinciples for a just and lasting peace. These are:
-··Withdrawalof Israel armed forces from territories occupied in the recent conflict"; and
<Terminetion of all claims or states of belligerency and respect for and acknowledgment of
e sovereignty, territorial integrity and political independence of every state in the area and
eir right to live in peace within secure and recognized boundaries, free from threats or acts

~~ ...,.
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force". The resolution also affirmed the need for "a just settlement of the refugee
lem".27

After the 1973 ceasefire, the Security Council established two peacekeeping forces.
e of them, the United Nations Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF), established to
rvise the disengagement agreement between Israel and Syria, is still in place on the Golan
ights. The other operation was UNEF II in the Sinai.

In the following years, the General Assembly called for an international peace
nference on the Middle East, under United Nations auspices. In 1974, the Assembly invited
Palestine Liberation Organization to participate in its work as an observer. In 1975, it
blished the Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestine people.

Bilateral negotiations between Egypt and Israel, mediated by the United States, led to
Camp David accords (1978) and the Egypt-Israel peace treaty (1979): Israel withdrew
m the Sinai, which was returned to Egypt. Israel and Jordan concluded a peace treaty in
994.

. 1 United Nations and the Middle East Peace Process

In 1987, the Palestinian uprising (the first intifada) began in the occupied territories of
e West Bank and Gaza Strip in a call for Palestinian independence and statehood. The
alestine National Council proclaimed in 1988 the state of Palestine. The General Assembly

UN Publication, "Basic Facts about the UN'', ~.Xork,
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knowledged that proclamation and decided to designate the Palestine Liberation
Organization as "Palestine", without prejudice to its observer status.

Following talks in Madrid, and subsequently Norwegian-mediated negotiations, Israel
d the Palestine Liberation Organization established mutual recognition on 10 September
993. Three days later, Israel and the Palestine Liberation Organization signed in Washington,
D.C., the Declaration of Principles on Interim Self-Government Arrangements. The
.... eement opened the way to an interim Palestine self-government and to successive Israeli
.ithdrawals from the occupied Palestine territory.28

Welcoming the agreement, the Secretary-General pledged the assistance of United
_;ations agencies and programs. The United Nations created a task force on the social and
onomic development of Gaza and Jericho, and appointed a special coordinator for United
_;ations assistance, who has been overseeing the work of the programs and agencies involved.
The transfer of powers from Israel to the Palestinian Authority in the Gaza Strip and Jericho
gan in 1994. in 1995, Israel and the Palestine Liberation Organization signed an agreement
Palestinian self-rule in the West Bank, providing for the withdrawal of Israeli troops and
e handover of civil authority to an elected Palestinian Council.29

Elections for the Council and presidency of the Palestinian Authority were held in
996. Yasser Arafat, chairman of the Palestine Liberation Organization, was elected President
f the Authority.

~ Joseph Ginat et al, "The Middle East Peace Process", Sussex Academic Press, 2002, p. 21.
_, http://www.state.gov/p/io/rls/rm/45140.htn:ı,.
visited in I December, 2006.
~.,._.~
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The peace process was reactivated with the signing of a 1999 interim agreement
eading to further redeployment of Israeli troops from the West Bank, agreements on
risoners, the opening of safe passage between the West Bank and Gaza, and resumption of
gotiations on permanent status issue.

Major problems between Israel and Palestinian remained unresolved. At the end of
eptember 2000, a new wave of protests and violence began in the occupied Palestine
rritory. International efforts were directed at claiming the situation on the ground and
ringing the two parties back to the negotiating table to resume the peace process. A few
onths before the outbreak of this second Palestinian intifada, high -level peace talks, under
United States auspices, had taken place at Camp David. These talks ended inconclusively.
Among the unresolved issued remained the status of Jerusalem; a resolution to the Palestinian
fugee question; security; borders; and Israeli settlements. As in previous years, the General
embly in 2000 reaffirmed the right of the Palestinian people to self-determination,
eluding the option of a state.

From crisis management perspective, if the questions of refugees; security; borders;
d Israeli settlements will be solved in a clear mechanism, the crisis can be finished and a
al peace can be achieved, and the United Nation can have a big role to achieve this.30

2.3 EU's Crisis Management in the Middle East and Peace Process

The achievement of lasting peace in the Middle East is a central aim of the EU, whose
main objective ıs."
30

UN Resolution in 1948 gave birth to Isrd.-,._
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a two-State solution leading to a final and comprehensive settlement of the Israeliestinian conflict based on implementation of the Road Map, with Israel and a democratic,
ble, peaceful and sovereign Palestinian State living side-by-side within secure and
ognized borders enjoying normal relations with their neighbors in accordance with UN
urity Council Resolutions 242, 338, 1397, 1402, and 1515 and on the principles of the
drid Conference;

· includes:

- A fair solution to the complex issue of Jerusalem and a just, viable, realistic and agreed
lution to the problem of Palestinian refugees.

- A solution in the Israeli-Syrian and Israeli-Lebanese tracks;
·'I

The EU sees a need to address political, economic/humanitarian and security issues
ultaneously, wherever necessary via negotiations between the Parties. It recognizes that
ntinued and comprehensive Palestinian reforms are necessary. The EU stresses the need,
wever, for Palestinians to be confident that their institution-building efforts will lead to a
iable and functioning state. A significant positive step was Israeli/Palestinian agreement on
ues of movement and access reached in November 2005, which the EU wishes to see
plemented in full. The EU calls for further steps, including the freezing of settlement
tivities and dismantling of settlement outposts and Israeli abstention from measures which

http://ec.europa.eu/comm/external_relationsMıipp/index.htm, visited in 1 December, 2006.
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not in accordance with international law, including extra-judicial killings and collective
ishment.32

The EU unreservedly condemns terrorism, violence or incitement, which cannot be
wed to hold the peace process or stability in the region hostage. Terrorist attacks against
l have no justification whatsoever and the EU has included Hamas, Islamic Jihad and
r armed Palestinian groups in its list of banned terrorist organizations. The EU recognizes
el' s right to protect its citizens from these attacks, but emphasizes that the Israeli
vernrnerıt, in exercising this right, should act within international law and take no action
aggravates the humanitarian and economic situation of the Palestinians. The assumption
full control of security by the PA in areas under its authority is a key test for the Palestinian
thority and the EU urges it to show determination in the fight against extremist violence
to confront individuals and groups conducting and planning terrorist attacks.33

.1 EU's Support to the Middle East Peace Process

The role of the EU in the Middle East Peace Process has increased over the years. It
. 1 y contrıib utes vıa:
. 34
. . tıve

- EU participation in the Quartet, including the political, financial and human resources
ppoıt provided by the Community in 2005 and 2006 to the Quartet Special Envoy for
Disengagement, James Wolfensohn;

.: Ibid
3
http://www.jcpa.org/jl/vp4l8.htm, visited in 1 December, 2006.
~ http://ec.europa.eu/comm/external_relations/mepp/faq/index.htm, the role of European Union in the Middle
t, visited in 1 December, 2006.
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- EU bilateral relations with Israel and the Palestinian Authority (on behalf of the PLO),
hich are underpinned by Association or Interim Agreements and by European Neighborhood
Policy Action Plans adopted in 2005;

- The facilitation of regional dialogue through the Euro-Mediterranean

Partnership (Barcelona

Process), which remains the only multilateral forum outside the United Nations where all the
onflict parties meet;

- Confidence-building

measures, including electoral observation

activities funded by the

European Commission: free and fair elections are an essential step to guarantee the success of
e Road Map. Further confidence-building
plementation of the Israeli/Palestinian

measures include EU monitoring of the proper

agreement on operation of the Rafah border crossing

int between the Gaza Strip and Egypt and Community assistance to help build up PA
rder control capacities.

- The organization

of trilateral

policy dialogues

with participation

of the European

Commission and the Parties on transport, energy and trade.

- Assistance aimed at creating the conditions for· peace, stability and prosperity in the region:
- To promote Palestinian economic, social, political and security sector reforms, which
eludes tackling governance issues;

- To provide humanitarian assistance to refugees and to bring together civil society actors
- om Israel, the occupied territories and neighboring countries via the EU Partnership for
Peace programme;

~~ -.:.,'\..
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The EU is the largest donor to the Palestinians
'orks Agency.

Since the beginning

fleets a mix of emergency
pport

to the reform

ssistance
anagement.

to

the

of the second Intifada in September

support,

process.
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measures
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35

In 2005, the Commission in addition established an infrastructure facility to assist the
Palestinian Authority in the context of the Israeli withdrawal from the Gaza Strip. The EU is
o since 2005 actively engaged in security sector reform, inter alia via efforts to reform
Palestinian civil policing (EUCOPPS). The Commission recently launched a€ 7m assistance
rrogramme to support judicial reform and promote the Rule of Law, which complements
.ork on civil policing.

Together

with Norway,

the EU co-chairs

meetings

of the international

donor

echanism, the Ad-Hoc Liaison Committeefor Assistance to the Palestinians (AHLC). The
EU is also closely involved in reviewing international and local donor coordination structures,
and in local donor co-ordination

on issues of electoral reform, financial accountability,

iudicial reform and humanitarian

assistance, working with the PA to advance the reform

lans, monitor implementation and identify appropriate benchmarks and barriers that impede

-5 http://www.eupolitix.com/EN/News/200607/59c9ebc2-8el5-46dd-be4c-dl 8e2e0b7126.htm, visited in 23
December, 2006.
,it;~
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mı. The EU focus on governance issues will continue under the reformed local donor
dination structures put in place in December 2005.

The EU is the biggest trading partner and a major economic, scientific and research
er of Israel. The Union is also a major political and economic partner of Lebanon, Syria,
and Egypt.

.2 Who is Involved and How?

As the main body of the Union the European Council (Heads of State of the twenty
·en Member States and President of the European Commission accompanied by the Foreign
ffairs Ministers and the Commissioner for External Relations and assisted by the High
resentative for CFSP) determines the policy principles and general guidelines in the
mmon Foreign and Security Policy field.36

The European Union's basic position on the Middle East Peace Process was first
mıulated by the European Council in its 1980 Venice Declaration and has been repeatedly
affirmed by subsequent Summit and General Affairs and External Relations Council
eetings. Some of the European Union declarations and ideas are regarded as milestones in
e peace process and in developing relations with the Parties:

The Venice declaration of 13 June 1980 established the right to existence and to
security of all States in the region, including Israel, and justice for all the peoples, which
-- http://www.europa-eu-un.org/articles/enla£Çicle_6l15_en.htm, visited 3 December, 2006.
~!'~
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recognition of the legitimate rights of the Palestinian people. The Essen
laration of December 1994 stated that Israel should enjoy special status in its relations
· h the EU on the basis of reciprocity and common interest.

The Berlin declaration of 24 March 1999 introduced the notion of a viable Palestinian
te by saying that the European Union is convinced that the creation of a democratic, viable
ıd peaceful sovereign Palestinian State on the basis of existing agreements and through
gotiations would be the best guarantee of Israel's security and Israel's acceptance as an
ual partner in the region.

The Seville declaration of 22 June 2002 is explicit on the expected solution to the
nflict: A settlement can be achieved through negotiation, and only through negotiation. The
ıjective is an end to the occupation and the early establishment of a democratic, viable,
aceful and sovereign State of Palestine, on the basis of the 1967 borders, if necessary with
· or adjustments agreed by the parties. The end result should be two States living side by
· le within secure and recognized borders enjoying normal relations with their neighbors. In
· context, a fair solution should be found to the complex issue of Jerusalem, and a just,
· able and agreed solution to the problem of the Palestinian refugees.

In June 2000, the European Council adopted a Common Strategy on the
Mediterranean Region, committing itself to support the efforts of the parties to conclude and
plement peace agreements and to consider what support the Barcelona Process can lend to
tability in the Middle East.
~.•..~
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On the basis of these guidelines and Common Strategy, the General Affairs and
ernal Relations Council (GAERC), composed of ministerial representatives (Foreign
inisters in the case of CFSP, together with the European Commissioner for External
lations and the High Representative for CFSP) formulate and implement political decisions
cerning implementation of the CFSP. The GAERC regular!y adopts conclusions on the
ddle East Peace Process and can also adopt common positions and joint actions. Examples
Joint Actions include in 2005 the EU monitoring mission to oversee implementation of the
eli/Palestinian agreement on operation of the Rafah border crossing point between the
a Strip and Egypt.

The EU troika (6-month rotating Presidency, Commission, High Representative for
SP and incoming Presidency) conducts dialogue with third countries on the Middle East
eace Process on behalf of the Union. Starting in 1996, the Council has appointed a Special
epresentative for the Middle East Peace Process (EUSR), whose role is inter alia to support
tions and initiatives leading to a final settlement of the conflict; to facilitate cooperation on
urity issues; to contribute to the implementation of agreements reached between the parties
d to represent the EU in the Quartet at envoys level. Since 2003, Marc Otte has occupied
post.

The European Commission is fully associated with the formulation and
plementation of the CFSP and supports the EU's position in the Middle East Peace Process
ia its participation in the Quartet (consisting ofrepresentati ves of the USA, the UN, Russia

~~ _,,
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d the EU) at Ministerial and experts level and via its efforts to promote full implementation
the Road Map.

The European Commission is responsible for the preparation and implementation of
istance programmes to the region. Humanitarian aid is managed by the Commission's
umanitarian Aid Office (ECHO). Together with the Presidency, the Commission takes a
ding role in the Ad Hoc Liaison Committee of international donors to the Palestinian
uthority and in international donors' conferences for the Peace Process.

The EC Delegation to Israel is responsible for managing official relations between
rael and the European Commission. The EC Technical Assistance Office to the West Bank
Gaza Strip (ECTAO) manages the donor assistance programme to the Palestinians and
ys its role in the diplomatic community associated with the West Bank and Gaza Strip
ong with Member States represented locally and the EUSR.

The European Parliament has an important role to play when it comes to the
termination of the foreign policy position with regard to the allocation of the major
hnical assistance and financial support programmes to third countries. Parliament also
onitors the implementation of current expenditure for which it has responsibility, on the
is of periodic reports provided by the Commission.

i';,,.~
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.ı The Role of Arabic Countries in Crisis Management

The peace agreements were the only way to finish the crisis between Israel and its
ighbors, Egypt and Jordan, for years there was a war and enmity between these countries,
d the diplomatic way was the best to end the crisis, there were clear objectives, and a real
chanism to follow which is the important factor in crisis management.

.ı.ı The Role of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan (Israel-Jordan Treaty of Peace)

The relationship between Jewish leaders in Palestine and the Hashemite dynasty in the
ea was characterized by ambivalence as both parties' prominence grew in the area. Jordan
nsistently subscribed to the anti-Zionist policy of the Arab world, but made specific
cisions in keeping with a pragmatic point of view.

Several factors are cited for their relative pragmatism towards Israel: Their close
proximity,

King Hussein's

pirations, and Israel's continuing

pro-Western

orientation

and modest

territorial

efforts to establish lasting peace with its neighbors.

_ ;evertheless, a state of war existed between the two countries from 1948 until the treaty was
igned.37

http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/Peace/isrjor.htınJ. "Treaty Of Peace Between The State Of Israel
d The Hashemite Kingdom Of Jordan, Octob~r 26, 1994, visited in 5 December, 2006.
,i!-T~
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Memoir writers and political analysts have identified a number of "back-channel" and
imes clandestine communications

between the two countries, often resulting in limited

ommodations even during times of war.

After the Fedayeen attacks from Jordan decreased as a result of the victory of Israel in
Suez War of 1956, the tense relations between Israel and Jordan following the 1948 Arab
eli war started to ease off. In the 1967 Six Day War, Jordan aligned itself with Nasser's
__ ypt despite an Israeli warning not to get involved in the war. This resulted in the fall of East
alem and the West Bank to Israel. Besides the loss of territory, this was also an economic
to the kingdom since much of the kingdom's economy was based in the West Bank.

In 1970 King Hussein waged the war of Black September against the PLO, ejecting
organization, which was in real danger of usurping Hussein's rule over his country. During
events of Black September, Syrian troops invaded the kingdom, threatening to further
tabilize the King's situation. In response, the Jordanian air force virtually destroyed the
yrian force of 200 tanks that came to the aid of the encircled Palestinians.

38

The war against the PLO terrorist factions may have strengthened the connections
tween Israel and Jordan. Hussein's intention was to stay out of the war; however, he did
·entually send a force consisting of two of his best units to the aid of Syria when the latter
und itself in a dire situation when the Israeli counter-offensive on the Golan Heights
eatened a collapse of the Syrian front. It was only with the arrival of this Jordanian as well

Tareq Y. Ismael, "Middle East Politics Tod~r"•.JJ.niversity Press of Florida, 2001, p. 286.
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an Iraqi expeditionary force that the Syrians finally managed to stop the advancing Israeli
y, only 35 km from the Syrian capital.

In 1987 Israeli Foreign Affairs Minister Shimon Peres and King Hussein tried to
retly promote a peace agreement in which Israel would concede control over the West
ank: to Jordan. The two signed an agreement defining a framework for a Middle Eastern
ace conference, however the proposal was not consummated due to Israeli Prime Minister
"itzhak Shamir's objection. The following year Jordan abandoned its claim for the West
ank: in favor of a peaceful resolution between Israel and the PLO.
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The Negotiation of the Agreement

During 1994 the ice was broken. Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin and Foreign
· ster Shimon Peres informed King Hussein that after the Oslo Accords with the PLO,
dan may be "left out of the game". Hussein consulted with the Egyptian President Hosni
barak and the Syrian President Hafez al-Assad. Mubarak encouraged him, but Assad told
only to "talk" with Israel and not sign any accord. U.S. President Bill Clinton pressured
ein to start peace negotiations and to sign a peace treaty with Israel and promised him
t

Jordan's debts would be forgiven. The efforts succeeded and Jordan signed a non-

ligerency agreement with Israel. Rabin, Hussein and Clinton signed the Washington
laration in Washington, DC, on July 25, 1994. The Declaration says that Israel and Jordan
uld end the official state of enmity and would staıt negotiations in order to achieve an "end
loodshed and sorrow" and a just and lasting peace.39

Negotiations started soon after the Washington Declaration. The main points of the
pute were a 400 square-kilometer area in the Arava, which Jordan claimed Israel annexed
r the years, and the dividing of the water resources of the Jordan River - which is water
owing from the Sea of Galilee and held in the Degania dam and diverted to the National
ater Carrier.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/lsrael-Jordan_Treaty_of_Peace (Treaty of Peace Between The Hashemite
~ngdomof Jordan And The State ofJsrael October 26, 1994), visited in 15 November, 2006.
~~
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entually, these problems were solved when Israel agreed to hand back most of the territory
Jordan and give it 50 millions cubes of water each year.40

The 1994 Israel-Jordan peace treaty had bad consequences for the environment of the
dan River. According to Friends of the Earth Middle East in Amman, Israel, Jordan and

yria "simply did not implement what came in the agreement." With Jordan, Israel, and Syria
taking water from the river without regard for the water-sharing

agreement, almost no

h water flows down the Jordan River anymore. There are springs along the way which
lenish it a little bit, but unfortunately it has become the "dumping yard of the countries,"
ording to Friends of the Earth Middle East.

The Signing of the Agreement

In July 1994 the Prime Minister of Jordan Abdelsalam al-Majali declared an "end to
age of wars" and Shimon Peres declared that "the moment of peace has arrived". Rabin
d King Hussein held a public meeting with Clinton at the White House.

On October 26, 1994 Jordan and Israel then signed the historic peace treaty in a
remony held in the Arava valley of Israel, north of Eilat and near the Jordanian border.
e Minister Rabin and Prime Minister Abdelsalam al-Majali signed the treaty and the
ident of Israel Ezer Weizman shook hands with King Hussein. It was witnessed by
esident Bill Clinton, accompanied by US Secretary of State Warren Christopher. The Israeli
Ministry of foreign affairs, main points of Israel-Jordan Peace Treaty, 26 October,
4.http://www.mfa.gov.il/MFA/Peace%20Process/Guide%20to%20the%20Peace%20Process/Main%20Points
-Oof%20Israel-Jordan%20Peace%20Treaty, y_isited in 15 November, 2006.
-i,.O:.~
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lie fully supported the agreement and was very excited about such an historic moment.

gypt welcomed the agreement and Syria ignored it. However, the Lebanese militia group
zbollah resisted the treaty and 20 minutes prior to the signature ceremony shelled the
hem Galilee settlements with moıtar shells and rockets. The Israeli residents, who were
ed to evacuate into shelters, took with them radio transistors and mobile TVs in order not
miss the historical moment of signing a second peace treaty with an Arab state. Following
agreements, Israel and Jordan opened their borders as borders of peace. Several border
ings were erected across the border, allowing tourists, merchants and workers to travel
veen the two states. Israeli tourists started to visit Jordan, many of them traveled
cially to see the sela ha'adom ("Red Rock") of Petra - a stone-carved Nabatean city which
scinated Israelis during the 50's and the 60's, often luring adventurers to visit it secretly. By
... ıing the agreement between the two countries, a new page was opened in their relations
- er long wars and crisis between them .

.2 The role of Egypt (The Egyptian Peace Opening 1977-78)

Sadat had shown his will to enter into peac~ negotiations on the basis of UN resolution
granting land for peace. His good relationship with the American Secretary of State,
enry Kissinger, had gradually helped him to prepare the way and convince Washington to
Ip Egypt, but the Israelis had perhaps not understood this new situation fully.

On November 19, 1977 Sadat became the first Arab leader to officially visit Israel
hen he met with Israeli prime minister Menachem Begin, and spoke before the Knesset in
~~~
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.-usaıem about his views on how to achieve a comprehensive peace to the Arab-Israeli
ict, which included the full implementation of U.N. Resolution 242 and Resolution 338.
de the visit after receiving an invitation from Begin and once again sought a permanent
.-~ settlement (much of the Arab world was outraged by the visit, due to their widespread
of Israel as a rogue state, and a tyrannical symbol of imperialism).

This visit went against the U.S. and Soviet Union's intentions, which were to revive
international Geneva Conference. In 1978, this resulted in the Camp David Peace
ement, for which Sadat and Begin received the Nobel Peace Prize. However, the action
- extremely unpopular in the Arab and Muslim World. Egypt was at that time the most
erful of the Arab nations and an icon of Arab nationalism. Many hopes were placed on
ypt to help extract concessions from Israel for the displaced Palestinians and others in the
world. By signing the accords, Sadat left the other Arab nations (who were reluctant to
gage into such deterıte politics towards Israel) hanging by themselves, and steered Egypt
ard Israel and the United States. This was seen as a betrayal of his predecessor Nasser's
-Arabism, destroying visions of a united Arab front."

ı The Camp David Meeting and Peace Agreement

The Carter government was very eager to explore all possibilities of pursuing the
· tial opening between the two leaders in order to promote a peaceful settlement. A peace
nference had been arranged in Geneva in the aftermath of the 1973 war but had led only to

-...

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anwar_Sadat, visited in 10 January, 2007.
.._.,.,.:
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e-fire between Egypt and Israel; a bilateral arrangement with Syria was also achieved
h regard to the Golan, even if it took more time. The bilateral talks between Egypt and
el after Sadat's visit to Jerusalem were only a beginning, and the final peace agreement
r-

still something distant and had to be carefully worked out.

The US President, Jimmy Carter, therefore invited the two parties to serious talks in
p David, and Washington eventually announced that the two leaders would join the US
ident in Camp David on 5 September 1978, "in order to seek a common framework for
e in the Middle East". It had not been easy to convene the opposing sides, and
icularly Begin remained suspicious of the outcome of what was expected to become an
erican imposed arrangement. Even many American observes admitted that it was a
gerous gamble for Carter, who was investing and "his views proved to be partly correct
d partly wrong" as qualified by Quandt in his book on the peace process.42 "Partly right
ause he sensed that the best avenue for real progress lay in getting a detailed understanding
veerı Begin and Sadat on Sinia, partly wrong in believing that the talks could be concluded
ickly". In his conclusive remarks, Quandt somewhat euphemistically mentions that this
markable adventure in summit diplomacy ~chieved more than its detractors had been
illing to acknowledge.v" It may conclude that the tenacity of the morally high-standing
esident of the USA succeeded, and the White House could triumphantly announce on 17
ptember 1978 that the

Lars Bli nkenberg, p.162.
William B. Quandt, "Peace Process," The-llio_,2pngs Institution, Washington, 2001, p. 261.
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ies had reached an agreement in Camp David. It was indeed a great surprise to the world,
the final agreements still had to be worked out and could only be signed after yet another
nd of talks and heavy pressure from President Carter. 44

One of the difficult questions had again been the linkage of the Palestinian problem.
r the Israeli Prime Minister, Begin, it was important to exclude any commitment in this
gard, for Sadat equally essential that the problem should be discussed with a view to the
ning up of later negotiations. In this way he hoped to avoid Arab criticism that he had
doned the Palestinians. He had not had any preliminary discussion on the subject with the
O leader, probably because of a lack of time on both sides; in the case of Sadat, since he
ms to have acted very suddenly, and in the case of the PLO leader, since he had his hands
inside war-torn Lebanon, in order merely to survive. But we have to stress that Arafat
~I

at any rate, very sceptical with regard to any accommodation of the enemy, the Israeli
vernrnent.

Sadat certainly did not avoid criticism, however, and his primary aim was of

rse the Egyptian national interest that - in the President's final consideration- concerned
t and foremost his own country.

:ı

All the participation in Camp David were exhausted afterwards, especially Sadat,
ose Foreign Minister, Ibrahim Kadil, had decided to resign before the final result was
ounced. So Sadat was a solitary man but would not give up before the agreement was
alized. He had perhaps less reason to be happy than the other tow leaders, according to
dat's main biographers. And he openly admitted that Carter had won, because the latter
owed more persistent patience than the other two participants. But while the American

Blinkenberg, p. 164.
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ident won political prestige, Begin and Sadat reached a peaceful solution to a long drawnconflict; for Egypt, there were the very tangible results that the Sinai ( including its oil
'enue)

would return to Egypt after more than ten years, and that the control over and

ning of the Suez Canal could finally be realized. The Camp David agreement stipulated
t

the final texts would have to be signed within a three-month period, but here again new

Announcing the battle of liberation is over, the Egyptian President returned home to a
ro's welcome. The volatile masses probably felt relieved, as their leader did, because of the
itive result, but in many ways the triumph was orchestrated by the government press and
_. Sadat's collaborators. No free opinion polls to express the truth of public feelings were
rmitted. The reaction of the remaining Arab world was utterly in general, and the long-term
lation of Egypt would soon begin.

The Camp David Agreement involved a later signing ceremony, but it was no easy
sk to persuade the parties, especially Begin, to come to Washington. According to the

greed-upon document, the deadline was 17 December 1978, but the date passed without
pprochement. Begin had just a week before collected his share of the Nobel Peace Prize in
lo, while Sadat had refused to go. The Egyptian press indicated that he alone should have
d the prize, not sharing it with anyone, least of all Begin, who had not been very
orthcoming. President Carter tried to persuade Begin to come to Washington for the final
ignirıg ceremony, but had to make many attempts in vain before finally attaining Israel's
ceptance. In order to get it, Carter personally visited both Jerusalem and Cairo in March
· Elie Podeh and Asher Kaufman, "Arab-Jewish Relations: from Conflict to Resolution". Sussex Academic
Press, 2006, p. 126.
;~
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O. and only after a dramatic last minute intervention by the American delegation,
mising oil guarantees to the Israeli government to smooth the way) did Israel's Prime
· ter agree to come to Washington and sign the treaty. The signing took place on a wintry
moon, 26 March 1979, in front of the White House, where both leaders signed, as did
er, in his capacity as witness. His government's and especially his own personal
omatic efforts and skills had finally broken the ice and proven to be fruitful.

A new chapter in the Arab-Israeli relationship could begin after so many wars and
ost permanent crisis up to that time. The peace treaty followed the main lines of the
urity Council resolution 242 mentioned above, which established the formula land for
ce. It thus stipulated that the Israeli forces must be withdrawn from the Sinai, and that
ost the entire occupied zone should be returned.46 Egypt must then recognize Israel and
:q

blish normal diplomatic relations with Jerusalem, as the first Arab power to do so - no
I concession to the rightwing government in Israel.

As already pointed out, one of the odd aspects of the Camp David agreements was the
t

that they tried to include an arrangement for the Palestinians without consulting the PLO

der, already recognized by most Arab nations as the sole representative of the Palestinians.
t

the agreements envisaged an autonomous status for the West Bank and Jerusalem, and if

· did not work, Sadat promised that a solution to these issues could begin with Gaza,
rmerly under Egyptian administration.

Israeli tried to obtain a small piece of land arouqd Taba, but eventually lost the legal battle on the issue at the
.
~~
ternatıonal Court at the Hague.
··-
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CHAPTER THREE
Post Cold War Crises in the Middle East

.ı Gulf War II 1991

To understand the war from the perspective of crisis management, we have first to take
short look at the events and political actions as such. The Gulf War (16 January 1991-3
~arch 1991) was a conflict between Iraq and a coalition force of approximately 30 nations
r- by the United States and mandated by the United Nations in order to liberate Kuwait.1

The conflict is known by numerous alternative names that reflect the historical,
litical, and journalistic

views of different groups and regions. These include Gulf War,

rsian Gulf War, War in the Gulf, 1990 Gulf War, Gulf War Sr. or First Gulf War (to
stinguish it from the ongoing Iraq War), Second Gulf War (to distinguish it from the Iran-

•I

q War), Liberation of Kuwait , War of Kuwait and Mother of Battles. Operation Deseıt
orm was the US name of the air land operations and is often used to refer to the conflict.2

:ı

The air and land conflict began with the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait on August 2, 1990,
llowing Iraqi contentions that Kuwait was illegally slant-drilling petroleum across Iraq's
rder. The invasion was met with immediate economic sanctions by the United Nations
ainst Iraq. Hostilities commenced in January 1991, resulting in a decisive victory for the
alition forces, which drove Iraqi forces out of Kuwait with minimal coalition deaths (totally

he reported number of countries participating in the Coalition varies according to source. These variations
y be in part be due to uncertainty over what level of participation constitutes being a Coalition member, and
gueness over the organization timeline of the Coalition. Examples of count variations include: an Arab antiIf War essay - 31; CNN - 34;an Arab media site - 36; the Heritage Foundation (a US conservative thinktank
ing a 1991 Department of Defense report) - 38;US Institute of Medicine report on Gulf War Veterans' Health . The number of Coalition members has been reported to be as low as 19 at the beginning of the air campaign.
ttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gulf_War, 30 Decerfi1:re4,2006.
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I killed on the battle field, whereas on the Iraqi side the number was maybe 60000). Aerial
ground combat was confined to Iraq, Kuwait and bordering areas of Saudi Arabia. Iraq
launched missiles against targets in Saudi Arabia and Israel.

Since coming to power, Iraqi President Saddam Hussein had been a leader of the
iectionist Arab states and one of the most belligerent foes of Israel. On April 2, 1990,
dam's rhetoric became more threatening: "I swear to God we will let our fire eat half of
l if it tries to wage anything against Iraq." Saddam said his nation's chemical weapons
ability was matched only by that of the United States and the Soviet Union, and that he
uld annihilate anyone who threatened Iraq with an atomic bomb by the "double chemical".3
·eral days later, Saddam said that war with Israel would not end until all Israeli-held
itory was restored to Arab hands. He added that Iraq could launch chemical weapons at
q

ael from several different sites. The Iraqi leader also made the alarming disclosure that his
mmanders had the freedom to launch attacks against Israel without consulting the high
mmand if Israel attacked Iraq. The head of the Iraqi Air Force subsequently said he had
ers to strike Israel if the Jewish State launched a raid against Iraq or any other Arab
untry.4

On June 18, 1990, Saddam told an Islamic Conference meeting in Baghdad: "We will
e at the Israelis with all the arms in our possession if they attack Iraq or the Arabs." He

euıers, April 2, 1990.
areq Y. Ismael, "Middle East Politics Today", Utifvıw,ity Press of Florida, 2001, p. 218.
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ared "Palestine has been stolen," and exhorted the Arab world to "recover the usurped
ts in Palestine and free Jerusalem from Zionist captivity".5

Saddam's threat came in the wake of revelations that Britain and the United States
dan attempt to smuggle American-made "krytron" nuclear triggers to Iraq. Britain's MI6
ligence service prepared a secret assessment three years earlier that Hussein had ordered
I-out effort to develop nuclear weapons. After Saddam used chemical weapons against
wn Kurdish population in Halabja in 1988, few people doubted his willingness to use
ear weapons against Jews in Israel if he had the opportunity.

Israeli fears were further raised by reports in the Arabic press, beginning in January
, that Jordan and Iraq had formed "joint military battalions" drawn from the various
nd, air and naval units. "These battalions will serve as emergency forces to confront any
· gn challenge or threat to either of the two countries," one newspaper said (Alittihad,
ary 26, 1990). In addition, the two countries were said to have formed a joint air
ıdron. This was to be the first step toward a unified Arab corps, Jordanian columnist

· s al-Razzaz disclosed. "If we do not hurry up and start forming a unified military Arab
, we will not be able to confront the Zionist ambitions supported by U.S. aid," he said.
en the history of Arab alliances forming as a prelude to planning an attack, Israel found
developments worrisome.6

In April 1990, British customs officers found tubes about to be loaded onto an Iraqiıteredship that were believed to be part of a giant cannon that would enable Baghdad to
f,p.219.
l
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nuclear or chemical

missiles

into Israel or Iran. Iraq denied it was building

a "supergun,"

. after the war, it was learned that Iraq had built such a weapon.7

Iraq emerged from its war with Iran with one of the largest and best-equipped military
es in the world. In fact, Iraq had one million battletested troops, more than 700 combat
raft, 6,000 tanks, ballistic missiles and chemical weapons. Although the U.S. and its allies
na quick victory, the magnitude of Hussein's arsenal only became clear after the war when
_; investigators found evidence of a vast program to build chemical and nuclear weapons.
q also served as a base for several terrorist groups that menaced Israel, including the PLO
d Abu Nidal's Fatah Revolutionary Council.

After the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, Saddam Hussein consistently threatened to strike
rael if his country was attacked. If the U.S. moves against Iraq, he said in December 1990,
en Tel Aviv will receive the next attack, whether or not Israel takes part". At a press
nference, following his January 9, 1991, meeting with Secretary of State James Baker, Iraqi
Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz was asked if the war starts, would Iraq attack Israel. He replied
Iuntly: "Yes. Absolutely, yes."

.1.1 Crisis Management and UN Resolution

Within hours of the invasion, Kuwaiti and US delegations requested a meeting of the
Security Council, which passed Resolution 660, condemning the invasion and demanding

bttp://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/gulf/index.html, visited in 8 January, 2007.
i~
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withdrawal of Iraqi troops. On August 3, the Arab League passed its own resolution
mantling a withdrawal. The resolution also called for a solution to the conflict from within
League, and warned against foreign intervention.

On August 6, the Security Council

ed Resolution 661, placing economic sanctions on Iraq.8

A long series of UN Security Council and Arab League resolutions were passed
conflict. One of the most important was UN Resolution 678, passed on
·ovember 29, giving Iraq a withdrawal deadline of January 15, 1991, and authorizing "all
essary means to uphold and implement Resolution 660," a diplomatic formulation
thorizing the use of force.

The United States, especially Secretary of State James Baker, assembled a coalition of
rces to join it in opposing Iraq, consisting of forces from 34 countries: Afghanistan,
Argentina, Australia, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Egypt,
France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Honduras, Italy, Kuwait, Morocco, the Netherlands, New
Zealand, Niger, Norway, Oman, Pakistan, Poland, Portugal, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Senegal,
outh Korea, Spain, Syria, Turkey, the United Arab Emirates, the United Kingdom and the
.nited States itself. US troops represented 74% of the coalition's 660,000 troops in Iraq.
•Jany of the coalition forces were reluctant to join; some felt that the war was an internal
Arab affair, or feared increasing American influence in Kuwait. In the end, many nations were
rsuaded by Iraq's belligerence towards other Arab states, and offers of economic aid or debt
.-

.
9
orgıveness.

hup://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gulf_War, visited in 30 December, 2006.
http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/H~tQ,ı:y/Gulf_
War.html, visited in 5 January, 2007.
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'arious peace proposals were floated to finish the crisis, but none were agreed to. The United
tes insisted that the only acceptable terms for peace were Iraq's full, unconditional
ithdrawal from Kuwait. Iraq insisted that withdrawal from Kuwait must be "linked" to a
multaneous withdrawal of Syrian troops from Lebanon and Israeli troops from the West
ank, Gaza Strip, the Golan Heights, and southern Lebanon. Morocco and Jordan were
rsuaded by this proposal, but Syria, Israel, and the anti-Iraq coalition denied that there was
y connection to the Kuwait issue. Syria joined the coalition to expel Saddam but Israel
mained officially neutral despite rocket attacks on Israeli civilians. The Bush administration
rsuaded Israel to remain outside the conflict with promises of increased aid, while the PLO
der Yasser Arafat openly supported Saddam Hussein, leading to a later rupture in
alestinian-Kuwaiti ties and the expulsion of many Palestinians from Kuwait.

On January 12, 1991 the United States Congress authorized the use of military force
drive Iraq out of Kuwait. The votes were 52-47 in the Senate and 250-183 in the House.
ese were the closest margins in authorizing force by the Congress since the War of 1812.
oon after, the other states in the coalition also authorized force.i"

From crisis management perspective, the time frame was short, because USA wanted
Iraq to withdraw from Kuwait as soon as possible without any conditions, so USA had to take
gent decision to declare the war after all the peace proposals failed with the Iraqi regime
d Saddam Hussein.

hııp://www.fsmitha.com/h2/ch36.htm, visitedjn 5 January, 2007.
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.1.2 King Hussein and Failed Crisis Management in Gulf War

Jordan, which traditionally enjoyed privileged relationships with the West, and
hich had been displaced by Egypt's rise as the chief supporter of a western-oriented
litico-strategic alliance, saw the crisis looming. Jordanian officials expressed surprise with
uwaiti defiance during negotiations and were told by Kuwaiti officials that Kuwait had
eived assurance from Washington that the United States would intervene military to back
the Kuwaitis in any confrontation with Iraq. At the Arab Foreign Ministers' Conference in
unis in July, the Iraqi foreign minister accused Kuwait of collusion with foreign powers to
dermine the national security of Iraq. Soon thereafter Iraq troops were moved toward the
uwait-Iraq border.i'On 25 July, Saddam Hussein told the American ambassador in Baghdad,
pril Glaspie, that Washington must choose between friendly relations with Iraq and suppoıt
· ı

r Kuwait economic warfare against Iraq. Glaspie replied, "We have no opinion on ArabArab conflicts, like your border disagreement with Kuwait."12 During the same week, state
partment officials repeated the position that the United States had no security commitments
Kuwait. Saddam must have concluded, as the New York Times put it, that "he had the
..c-

een light" from Washington.13

King Hussein, Hosni Mubarak and King Fahd of Saudi Arabia, agreed to reassure
addam Hussein and work to hold off an impending censure by the Islamic Conference
Organization, which was then meeting in Cairo. They also agreed to convene a limited Arab
summitin Jedda with Saddam Hussein and the emir of Kuwait to resolve the crisis peacefully.

Tareq Y. Ismael, "Middle East Politics Today", University Press of Florida, 2001, p. 34.
: Tareq, p. 35 ( Manchester Guardian Weekly~.23September, 1990).
3
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/middle_easfıJan-june99/hussein_2-5.html,visited in 6 January, 2007.
. .,.
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King Hussein then flew to Baghdad and obtained Saddam Hussein's approval for a
gotiated settlement resulting from the planned Jedda Conference. From crisis management
rspective, prevention of war and mitigation between the conflicting parties is one the most
portant tasks for crisis management.

The Conference never took place, and King Hussein failed to discuss with Saddam
ubarak's condition that Iraq promise to withdraw before the negotiations began. King
sein however, gave a different version.

14

After returning from Baghdad, Hussein was

ocked to learn that Egypt had already condemned the Iraqi invasion. Hussein phoned
ubarak in Alexandria to find out why Egypt had acted unilaterally and undermined the
... eed-upon plan. Mubarak explained that he had "come under intense pressure," presumably
m Washington.

15

As it can be seen, King Hussein and other Arab leaders, tried to mitigate

e crisis, and return the situation to normalcy, but all the proposals failed .

.2 Political Crisis in Israel and Al-Aksa Intifadah 2000

On September 28, 2000, the leader of Israel's conservative Likud Party, Ariel Sharon,
isited the Temple Mount, known to Muslims as Haram al-Sharif, a site holy to both Jews and
..luslims.16 The visit spurred Palestinian anger and there were serious clashes the next day,
'hen Muslims worshippers began stoning Jews praying at the adjacent Western Wall.

~ Ibid.
· /bid.
!ı

Instead being crisis management, this visiti$ıı_be considered as a full-scale crisis provocation.
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empting to quell the violence, Israeli police forces stormed the compound. By day's end,
r Palestinians were killed and over 200 were wounded. 17

In the aftermath of the September events, violence spread across the West Bank and
Gaza Strip and within Israel for several days. The violence at first seemed to concentrate
Palestinian youngsters throwing rocks at Israeli civilians and the Israeli Defense Forces
F), which respond with gunfire. Soon, there was also a growing use of gunfire by armed
estinians against the IDF and against Israeli settlements, leading to Israeli counterattacks
t

included the use of non-lethal weapons, heavy weaponry, and snipers targeting

estinians gunmen. The scope of the violence is indicated by IDF statistics showing 793
idents of fire against the IDF and Israeli civilians in the seven years leading to September
. 2000, compared to over 1,300 such incidents in the first six weeks after September 28

The violence in the West Bank and Gaza had almost immediate repercussions in the
ernational arena. Throughout the Arab and Islamic world, anti-Israel and sometimes antiAmerican demonstrations emerged. In Amman and Cairo, angry marchers attempted to storm
Israeli embassies, but were thwarted by the local security forces.

As a first step in crisis management, On October 4 in Paris, the United States
rokered the first attempts to mediate between the parties and end the violence. The talks
ailed when Palestinian Authority (PA) Chairman Yasir Arafat (according to Israeli Prime
..tinister Ehud Barak's adviser Danny Yatom) failed to sign an accord reached verbally
The New York Times, "Battle at Jerusalem H_qly Site Leaves 4 dead and 200 Hurt," September 30, 2000, p. l.
http://www.idf.il/english/news/background_zofİQ.~00.stm/,visited in 6 January, 2007.
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tween the parties that their respective commanders be given orders to withdraw troops and
tore calm to flash points under their control.19 From the most important things in crisis

anagement is that the management of crisis should reach a solution acceptable to both sides,
the crisis management will fail.

In the meantime, Barak, in a meeting with U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine
bright on the same day, said that a cessation of violence would be a precondition for further
gotiations between his government and the Palestinian leadership. 20

In the days following the Paris talks, the major Israeli-Palestinian crisis threatened to
pread across Israel's borders. In the afternoon of October 7, Hezbollah guerrillas abducted
ee Israeli soldiers on the Israeli side of the Lebanese border. Under immense pressure to
pond, Barak then issued a 48-hour ultimatum for the Palestinians to halt their assaults on
raeli military outposts and civilian settlements, threatening to "direct the IDF and the
security forces to use all means at their disposal to halt the violence" should the PA fail to
omply.21 A side effect of the sudden escalation was increased pressure on Barak to form a
ational unity government.

Within the first two months of the crisis, tensions came to a peak on October 10, when
o Israeli army reservists were killed by a mob in Ramallah after apparently taking a wrong
m with their car. The lynching, caught on live camera by an Italian film crew and
subsequently televised internationally, led the IDF to retaliate by attacking five targets
9

William Orme, Jr., "Barak and Arafat Order Their Forces to Pull Back," New York Times, October 6, 2000,

.1.

http://www.mfa.gov.il/, visited 8 January, 2007.
Statement by Prime Minister Ehud Barak i~ Jerusalem on October 7, 2000, available on the website of the
Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs, http://w;,w,m£a.gov.il/go.asp, visited in 8 January, 2007.
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ssociated with the Palestinian Security Services with helicopter gunship, wounding some
· y Palestinians.

Another serious attempt to deescalate the crisis occurred during the October 16-17
mmit in Sharm al-Sheikh, hosted by Egyptian President Husni Mubarak and attended by
Clinton, Barak and Arafat. The summit produced a communique according to which Israel
d the PA would "issue public statements unequivocally calling for an end to the violence
d agreed to take immediate concrete measures to end the confrontation. "22 It was further

greed that the three sides (the United States included) would develop, "in consultation with
e UN Secretary-General, a committee of fact-finding on the events of the past several weeks
d how to prevent their recurrence."23 This represented a compromise solution between
Palestinian attempts at "internationalizing" the conflict by means of a commission composed
f countries to the Palestinian's liking, and Israel's attempt at avoiding an international

ommission of inquiry it insisted would be biased against it. The fact-finding conunission, led
y former U.S. Senator George Mitchell, began its inquiries on December 11, 2000.

On October 20, the UN General Assembly (as it continued its tenth "emergency
session on illegal Israeli actions in occupied East Jerusalem and the rest of the
cupied Palestinian territory") condemned the violence that had taken place in Jerusalem,
West Bank and Gaza since September 28. In a resolution introduced by the representative of
Egypt, the assembly condemned acts of violence, especially the "excessive use of force by
Israeli forces

~ Statement by President Clinton at Sharrn al-Sheikh, October 17, 2000, http://www.mfa.gov.il/go.asp.
::3
Ibid.
.,;,,.·~
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ainst Palestinian citizerıs.v'" This resolution would be followed by the similar UN Security
uncil Resolution 1322 on October 7, after the Clinton Administration decided not to veto it.
October 22, after a two-day meeting of Arab heads of state in Cairo, the communique
ounced full support to the Palestinian uprising and encouraged the suspension of further
litical and economic links with Israel, while failing to endorse the U.S.-brokered Sharm aleikh ceasefire. The Arab leaders also echoed what had been one of the main Palestinian
ıjectives since the beginning of the violence, namely the internationalization

of the conflict

yond the confines of U.S.-led diplomacy. In the communique, the leaders called upon the
-· Security Council to "assume responsibility of providing the necessary protection for the
estinian people ... by considering the establishment of an international force or presence for
is purpose. "25

.
Israel, in response, issued a statement in which it expressed its rejection of the
anguage of threats used at the Arab summit in Cairo" and condemned the call for continued
iolence. It further called on the Palestinians to honor their commitments to halt the violence
d incitement and to restore calm and order immediately. Reacting to the outcome of the
Arab summit and to what Barak termed the failure of the Palestinian side to uphold the Sharm
-Sheikh understandings, the Israeli prime minister, on the same day, called for a "time-out,
e goal of which would be to reassess the diplomatic process in light of the events of recent

Barak's call for a "time-out," however, did not seem unequivocal, and by November,
raeli government representatives reiterated a willingness to resume talks with their
:J http://www.un.org/ website of the United Nations, visited in 3 January, 2007.
:s http://www.washingtoninstitute.org/,
visited ii:İ~__ January, 2007 .
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estinian counterparts, acknowledging that, as Deputy Minister of Defense Ephraim Sneh
tit, "there is no other solution besides diplomacy."

On November 1, hopes for an end to the violence briefly rose when Regional
ooperation Minister Shimon Peres met the PA Chairman at the Gaza-Israel border. After the
o-hour meeting, Barak issued a statement according to which Peres and Arafat reached
eement"

on a series of steps on the basis of the Sharm understanding that are due to lead to

renewal of security cooperation and a halt to the violence and incitement.r'" this meeting
be considered as mutual crisis management.

Despite the Peres-Arafat meeting, however, Arafat did not order an end to the
olence. During November, shooting incidents directed at the IDF as well as against Israeli
ivilians, especially in the Gilo area on the outskirts of Jerusalem, increased, with the Israeli
y retaliating systematically, often using heavy weapons.

The situation seemed to escalate further when on November 22, a car bomb detonated
ar a bus in the coastal city of Hadera, killing twoIsraelis and wounding sixty. In contrast to
e aftermath of other recent attacks, however, the IDF chose not to retaliate.

Israeli strategy was indeed changing as a result of the government's new political
itiatives. In late November, Barak brought forward new proposals in which he seemed to
andon his quest for an all-inclusive, end-of-conflict agreement between Israelis and

Deborah Sontag and Joel Greenberg, 'The New !i,{eps are Set on Ending Violence in the Middle East," New
ork Times, November 2, 2000, p. I.
., . _::-;
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tinians, such as was discussed at Camp David. Barak now seemed to opt for an interim
ement based on the declaration of a Palestinian state.27

At the same time, under increasing domestic criticism and feeling his chances were
er in a straight race for prime minister without parliamentary elections, Barak decided on a
d gambit. On December 9, he unexpectedly announced his resignation and pushed forward
· prime ministerial elections to February 6, 2001.

Meanwhile, violence continued unabatedly, with hour-long gun battles between
elis and Palestinians becoming a frequent occurrence. By then, Israel had been accused of
d had in fact admitted) having adopted a policy of systematic killing of Palestinian
stigators of the violence, although it refrained from eliminating leaders within the higher
litical echelons. As Israeli leaders described a new strategy of "striking at those who are
ding the shooting cells and their deputies," their Palestinian counterparts referred to Israel's
w

policy as "state terrorism.v'" From crisis management perspective, when policy makers

spond well to a crisis, the damage is limited; when they fail, the crisis impact increases.

In mid-December, efforts to revive peace talks between Palestinians and Israelis were
newed. Foreign Minister Shlomo Ben-Ami indicated that Israel had dropped its
econdition for restarting talks with the Palestinians and would now be willing to negotiate
~ long as it saw an effort on the Palestinian side to re-arrest Islamic militants, clamp down on

AlufBen and David Landau, "Barak Optsfor In.terimAgreement," Ha'aretz (on-line edition), November 28,
000, p. 73.
Joel Greenberg, "Five Pelesıinians are killed in Qaza and the West Bank," New York Times, December 14,
rOOO, p. 12.
...- .•.
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men, and halt incitement against Israel.29 Initial meetings in Gaza between Ben-Ami and
lad Sher, Barak's chief of staff, and Arafat remained fruitless, but a new round of talks was
d in Washington.

On December 23, a five-day discussion at Bolling Air Force Base in Washington, DC,

veerı Israeli and Palestinian negotiators came to a close. Though the sides failed to inch
er towards a peace deal, Clinton put forward a comprehensive framework and asked the
ies to respond by December 27. Reportedly, this plan included a fundamental trade-off
tween Palestinian sovereignty on the Temple Mount/Haram al-Sharif in return for giving up
demand that Palestinian refugees could return to Israel. While Israel accepted the Clinton
oposals as a basis for discussion "provided that they become the basis for discussion also
r the Palestinians.v'" the Palestinians failed to provide the Americans with an unequivocal
wer by the time the third month of the crisis came to a close.

Israeli Crisis Management

In its reaction to the violence that began ip late September 2000 in the West Bank,
and Israel proper, Israel's government appears to have set for itself three strategic
ıjectives: to bring about an end to the violence; prevent escalation into a regional war; and
imit the "internationalization"

of the conflict."

Deborah Sontag, "The Israelis and Arafat get Together," New York Times, December 15, 2000, p. 19
http://www.imra.org.il/story.php3?id=829/, January 14, 2001.
From the important tasks for crisis managemerrt~~toiding wars, and limit the crisis.
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In order to achieve these strategic goals, Israel adopted a number of tactical objectives:
restore deterrence while signaling a willingness to renew negotiations; to minimize Israeli
ualties on both sides; and to deny the Palestinians a victory in the court of world opinion.32
e tactical objective of minimizing Israeli casualties had two values. In addition to the
trinsic value, the Barak government recognizes that a rising death toll of Israelis could have
effect that domestic public opinion would pressure the government toward escalating the
nflict.33 Israel's goal of limiting Palestinian casualties had several reasons. First, Palestinian
nerals lead to mass demonstrations and riots. Second, Israel was sensitive to the reaction of
ternational public opinion. Third, it attempted to limit Palestinian anger due to the belief
at the two parties will eventually have to negotiate and come to an agreement with one

Indeed, the Barak government's conviction that Israelis and Palestinians needed to
turn to the negotiating table and reach a political settlement largely shaped Israel's crisis
bjectives. Further, this factor's impact on the Barak government's crısıs objectives and
management strategies seemed to grow stronger the longer the crisis continued. This linkage
elps explain Israel's return to negotiations with the Palestinians by mid-December despite the
ongoing violence in stark contrast to earlier Israeli statements that an end to the violence must
precede any renewed diplomatic contacts. In this respect, it could be argued that by midDecember, a return to negotiations became an Israeli objective in itself. Certainly, this linkage
affected Israeli crisis management.

32
33

Micheal Eisenstadt, "The Battle for Jerusalem: Strategy and Tactics," Peace Watch# 282, October 5, 2000.
Shai Feldman, "The October Violence: An lntMiıııı....,1._ssessnıent," Strategic Assessment, November 2000.
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September Eleven 2001 and "War on Terrorism"

The September 11, 2001 attacks (often referred to as 9/1 I-pronounced "nine eleven")
isted of a series of coordinated terrorist suicide attacks by Islamic extremists on the
nited States on September 11, 2001. The victims were predominantly civilians. In the
ming of September 11, 2001, nineteen terrorists affiliated with al-Qaeda hijacked four
mmercial passenger jet airliners. Each team of hijackers included a trained pilot. The
ıjackers crashed two of the airliners (United Airlines Flight 175 and American Airlines
ight 11) into the World Trade Center in New York City, one plane into each tower (1 WTC
d 2 WTC), resulting in the collapse of both buildings soon afterward. A nearby church and
e rest of the World Trade Center complex's 7 buildings were also destroyed or damaged
ond repair. A third airliner (American Airlines Flight 77) was crashed into the Pentagon in
Iington County, Virginia. Passengers and members of the flight crew on the fourth aircraft
United Airlines Flight 93) attempted to retake control of their plane from the hijackers; that
ane crashed into a field near the town of Shanksville in rural Somerse County,
Pennsylvania. In addition to the 19 hijackers, 2,973 people died; another 24 are missing and

.3.1 "The War on Terrorism"

In the aftermath of the attacks, many U.S. citizens held the view that the attacks had
hanged the world forever." The Bush administration declared a war on terrorism, with the
tated goals of bringing Osama bin Laden and al-Qaeda to justice and preventing the
Grunwald, Michael (2001). Terrorists Hijack 4 Airliners, Destroy World Trade Center, Hit Pentagon;
Hundreds Dead. Remembering September I I. W.&;J!i!ıgtonpost.Newsweek Interactive. Retrieved on 2006-09-11.
·.>t
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3.2 Terrorism and US Middle East Policy

Meanwhile, the US case against the attackers of the US installation in Saudi Arabia

[II apart when Hani Abdel Rahim Hussein Sayegh, a Saudi dissident linked to that bombing,
fjected the plea agreement that was the basis of his deportation from Canada to the United
~tes. US officials believed Sayegh to be an Iranian-trained terrorist who was a driver and
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kout during the bombing. Osama bin Laden, a wealthy Saudi dissident whose citizenship
been taken away, said that if US troops did not withdraw from Saudi Arabia, a battle
ainst them would begin, "If someone can kill an American soldier, it is better than wasting
- energy on other matters," Omar Bin Ladin said. "We have focused our declaration of jihad
triking at the US soldiers inside Saudi Arabia." Threats of attack were reported against US
rsonnel in Saudi Arabia and the 1,000 Americans stationed in Bahrain.35

The State Department's annual report on terrorism labeled Iran "the primary state
nsor" of this problem. Specifically, US and Saudi intelligence linked a senior Iranian
vernmerıt official to a group of Shiite Muslims suspected of the 1996 bombing in Saudi
abia. State Department officials said there was "credible evidence that a small group of
ahraini militants with a stated aim of overthrowing the Bahraini government had received
istance and training from Iran."

FBI Director Louis J. Freeh told Congress that he had tripled the bureau's counter
rrorism efforts in the past three years to 2,600 positions. He warned that Middle East
rrorist groups (including Barnas and Hezbollah) _had established cells in the US and that
ring 1997, two US embassies had been targets of bomb plots. The US also sought to deport
amas leader Musa Abu Marzouk. On 4 May, Marzouk gave up his US residency permit and
as deported to Jordan.. He had been detained in July 1995 as a suspect of involvement with
anning terrorist attacks against Israel. Barnas threatened to attack Americans if he were sent
Israel and 'Arafat asked that he not be deported. In May, US District Judge Kevin Duffy
led, "There is more than sufficient evidence to show he was a member of the conspiracy
Barry Rubin, "The Politics of the new Middle Eıtsf, .MERIA Journal, Volume 1, No. 3 - September 1997.
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wn as Barnas" and could be extradited to Israel. Israel withdrew its extradition request for
asons linked to security and the prevention of terrorism."36

In July, the Clinton Administration lifted a 10-year-old ban on the travel of US
ıizens to Lebanon, to avoid their being taken hostage, after receiving assurances from
banon's government that it would cooperate "across the board" to fight terrorism. Albright
amed, however, that it was still unsafe for Americans to travel to Lebanon. On 10
·ovember, Clinton announced that he had dropped Syria and Lebanon from the US list of
ıjor

drug trafficking countries.

Despite the administration's strong stand against terrorism, there was no counterrrorism coordinator appointed at the State Department for most of 1997. Two laws passed in
996--the Iran-Libya Sanctions Act, and the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act-~ e the White House more tools but these were not actually used. No sanctions were
posed on foreign companies for making deals with Iran. The Administration exempted
yria and Sudan from the ban on financial transactions with state-sponsors of international

The US attitude to Syria was conditioned by that country's role in the Arab-Israeli
ace process. Between 1992 and 1997, US companies sold Syria nearly $lb in goods,
eluding $250m in 1997, making the US the sixth largest exporter to Syria. The part of this

-· Scott Lasensky, "Underwriting Peace in. the Mddle East: U.S. Foreign Policy and the limits of economic
inducements", MERIA Journal, Volume 6, No. 1, March 2002, p. 13.
~'~
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merce involving "dual use" goods, generally prohibited to countries which sponsor
orism, rose from $1m in 1991 to $81m in 1997.37

The exemption to Sudan allowed Occidental Oil, a contributor to Clinton's campaign,
ake a $930m stake in a Sudanese oilfield project in August, though the deal fell through.
US, however, gave military aid to Ethiopia, Eritrea and Uganda to aid Sudanese rebels.
right described Sudan as a "viper's nest" of international terrorism but the State
partment announced an intention to return diplomats to Khartoum, then reversed the
ısıon. Meanwhile, Libya circumvented the embargo against it by buying US goods-luding some with military applications--through the US's NATO allies.

The US encouraged its European allies to maintain pressure on radical states. For
ample, Albright told European leaders she was disturbed by the policy of maintaining trade
d political links with Iran and Libya. "Supporting states that support terrorism," said
bright, creates genuine problems for us.

A brighter spot in US strategic efforts was the resignation of the Turkish government
- Prime Minister Necmettin Erbakan. State Department spokesman Nicholas Bums
marked, "We trust that the secular democratic foundation of the Turkish Government will
ntinue," He also endorsed Israel-Turkish military cooperation as a US "strategic
ıjective....If certain Arab countries don't like that, that's just tough."38

Scott, p. 14.
http://cosmos.ucc.ie/cs1064/jabowen/IPSC/php/topic.php?tid=98, visited in 12 December, 2006.
-i",.;:.
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.3 Iraq, Alliances, and Crisis Management

Crisis management as it affects alliance stability, Washington's management of the
~q crisis in the months leading up to the war must appear at first sight a series of selficted wounds on its own alliance structure. The sympathy which had been generated by
/1 l' in almost the entire world (except a few radical Islamic circles) had been substantially

1

· ipated a year later. The political leaderships in France and Germany appeared alienated.
'ar-resistance protests had been generated even in the US. The European press tended to
icture Bush as just a trigger-happy cowboy, and Colin Powell as the one dove in an
ministration of predatory hawks. Left-wing opinion, the protesters in the streets and the
onspiracy-theorists in general were largely convinced that the oil lobby, led by Dick Cheney,
ad masterminded the whole conflict, with the sole purpose of taking over the Iraqi oilıelds.39

Recognizing the decisive signal in an episode of crisis management is easıer m
trospect, but an initial interpretation can be made by looking for the primary objective of the
rotagonist, in this case Washington. At optimum, for the primary policy-makers, it was
egime change without war (i.e. via coup), and at minimum deterring the acquisition of
uclear weapons by minor powers (North Korea and Iran as well as Iraq). Obviously other
nterpretations are possible, but developments since September 2002 seem to confirm that
iew. The decisive signal would (on that assumption) be just one sentence in Bush's 12
eptember speech at the UN: 'If the Iraq regime wishes peace, it will immediately and

9

C. Bell, "Iraq, alliances, and crisis management," Australian Journal of International Affairs, July 2003, vol.
7, no. 2, p. 223-233.
~
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conditionally foreswear, disclose and remove or destroy all weapons of mass destruction,
ng-range missiles and all related material'. The immediacy of Iraq's agreement that the arms
pectors could return was an indication

that they knew a thing or two about crisis-

anagement themselves, since they thus precluded the possibility of an instant casus belli and
uced the chance of an 'automatic trigger' in the eventual Council resolution.

During the same period, the signal to Baghdad was softened by the sudden and
rising discovery that 'regime change' could be interpreted as just Saddam's decision to
ow the arms inspectors back in to continue their work of eliminating weapons of mass
truction. The Security Council resolution as finally formulated could thus in Iraq be
ented as 'the international community' uniting to save the Iraqi people from the ferocious
ar-plans of 'the US imperialists'. Any plausibility in that interpretation rested mostly on the
uirement that any repoıt by the arms inspectors of an Iraqi breach of the resolution must go
k to the Security Council for debate, and no UN action would become possible, before a
w resolution. As the President made clear, that did not preclude unilateral action by the US,

certainly delayed it. That Security Council resolution is a point at which it seems useful to
k back at the crisis-management which produced it.

40

Coercion is a repellent notion, but war is a great deal worse, and Saddam was never
ely to yield to anything but convincing threat or actual war. Though Saddam was of course
obvious target, his possible ambitions were not the only US concern. North Korea and Iran
ere the other two governments mentioned in the initial 'axis of evil' speech. The one factor
t

links the three of them is that each had apparently made some progress towards the

up://www.aiia.asn.au/news/iraqalliances.htuıii visited in 8 January, 2007.
_,
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nstruction of nuclear weapons, and each was suspected, at least in Washington, of possibly
ing erratic enough (North Korea) or fanatical enough (Iran) to allow such weapons, (or the
derlying technology) to fall into the hands of the jihadists.41

The timing of the anti-Iraq campaign, which otherwise would have seemed an odd
· traction from the pursuit of bin Laden, confirms that view. Bush's 'axis of evil' speech came
r months after 9/11: time for the Administration to have recovered from the first shock,
d to be concentrating its minds towards the problem that if the jihadists had been able to
quire a nuclear weapon they might have killed not three thousand Americans, but three
ndred thousand. Or even three million, if by some means that weapon could have been got
the centre of New York. Nuclear rather than chemical or biological weapons had to be the
iterion, because any country with pesticide or pharmaceutical factories can produce
emical and biological weapons.

The oil lobby is always being considered as a factor in US policy in the Gulf,
pecially given that both the President and Vice-President have been involved in the oil
dustry. Left-wing opinion inevitably casts it as the villain of the peace, the power behind the
h for war. However, it is difficult to square that view with the evidence of the past ten
ars or so. The people assumed to have been plotting the take-over of the Iraqi oil-fields in
e past few months were equally influential in Washington in the first President Bush's time.
et after the Gulf war of 1990-91, US policy insisted on the sanctions which have allowed
rench, Russian and Chinese oil interests to dominate the Iraqi fields. If Washington had

Ibid.

~~
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anted the flow of Iraqi oil to increase, in order to push the price down, all it needed to do
lift the sanctions, which should have been done on humanitarian grounds anyway.42

The West's dependence on the Gulf as a source of oil is obviously a source also of
lnerability and conflict. Investment directed instead to the oil fields of Russia and Central
sia, and the Atlantic basin, would lessen that dangerous dependence. Moreover, the really
-sighted money in 'big oil' is already looking to a time when energy will no longer be
pendent on fossil fuels, with their inevitable side-effects of pollution and global warming.
ydrogerı is the fuel of the future: BP is already interpreting its name as 'beyond petroleum',
d Bush asked for the allocation of more than a billion dollars to research along those lines
the 2003 State of the Union address.

A long-term 'cost-benefit' analysis of this patch of crisis-management will have to
wait more historical retrospect. The inspectors went back to Iraq with a much tougher and
ore comprehensive mandate. North Korea was rattled enough to confess to its continued
ffort towards nuclear weapons, in breach of the 1994 agreement. Iran may have taken note of
e evidence that small or middle powers who aspire nuclear weapons are apt to incur heavy
iplomatic and economic pressures. Most middle and small powers have acquiesced, in policy
well as words, to the inhibitions of the nuclear non-proliferation agreement, and could
argue that all three of the governments that Washington has been targeting should do the
same, So on that aspect of policy there is not much dissent.

~.

- Bell, p. 223-233.
~~ .....,,
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What remained in doubt until March 2003 was whether Washington had mastered the
part of Dulles's 'necessary art'-to get to the brink without getting into the war. The
· nistration conducted, so to speak, a rather vigorous war-dance along the brink during
2, but that could still be seen as declaratory signalling in the cause of crisis-management.
e reasons for avoiding-or at least postponing-war remained powerful. Afghanistan was far
m stable. The top echelon of al-Qaeda was still in hiding, probably in the mountainous
rder-lands between Afghanistan and Pakistan, but still easily able to signal to their 'true
lievers' everywhere. The Israel-Palestine conflict was still at fever-pitch. Saudi Arabia, the
ential ally of 1990-91 was still deeply conflicted. Turkey, the alternative provider of
entials bases was in a rather ambivalent process of political change. The costs of invasion
d occupation were estimated at about $132 billion, and Germany and Japan were not
'illing or able to help fund those costs as they had been in 1991. Even with the new

eaponry, fighting street-by-street through Baghdad might impose US casualties that could

still be coming home as the Presidential campaign for re-election gets under way.

3.4 Israel/Palestine/Lebanon

Crisis 2006

The Middle East is immersed in its worst crisis in years following the capture of three
raeli soldiers by the Palestinian Islamic Resistance Movement (Hamas) and Lebanese Party

of God (Hezbollah) in late June 2006 and early July, Israel's comprehensive offensive

:hroughout the Gaza Strip and Lebanon, and the daily firing of rockets deep into Israel. And

norrific as it is, the toll of death and destruction could reach entirely different proportions

should a new threshold be crossed - a Hezbollah rocket that strikes a chemical plant or a

heavily populated area in Tel Aviv or Haif~, an Israeli bombing raid resulting in massive
,i!ı.~-~
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ualties, a major ground offensive, or the expansion of the war to Syria or Iran. A political
lution to the twin crises of Lebanon and Palestine must be the international community's
gent priority. Using military action to achieve its purported goals will have not only
astating humanitarian consequences: it will make it much harder to pick up the political
ieces when the guns fall silent.43

The multi-headed crisis in Israel, the occupied Palestinian territories, Lebanon and
sewhere, based on talks with officials and others, including Hamas and Hezbollah
presentatives. There are many dimensions to the explanation of why the capture of three
ldiers has, so suddenly and so intensely, escalated at an extraordinary pace into a deep and
.idespread conflict: local ones like Hamas's struggle to govern and Hezbollah's desire to

aintain its special status in Lebanon; regional ones, notably the ongoing Arab-Israeli
onflict, Syria's interests in Lebanon, and the growing Sunni-Shiite divide; and wider
ternational ones, especially the confrontation between Washington and Tehran.44

.4.1 How the UN deals with Hezbollah/Israeli Crisis

UN Security Council Resolution 1701 halted the month-long fighting between Israel
d Hezbollah but did little to resolve the underlying conflict and, if poorly handled, could
elp reignite it. The resolution has held remarkably well, with only limited violations.
However, the temptation by either party to overreach could trigger renewed fighting. The
""' eatest threats would be attempts by Israel or UN forces (UNIFIL) to use 1701 as a blunt
3

http://www.crisisgroup.org, visited in 5 January, 2007.
http://www.crisisgroup.org/home/index.cfm?id=4282&1=I, visited in 5 January, 2007.
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eans of disarming Hezbollah in the south or by Hezbollah to test UNIFIL's resolve. 1701
ould be seen as a transitory instrument that can stabilize the border by containing both
des' military impulses until bolder action is taken to address both domestic Lebanese
atters (reforming and democratizing the political and electoral systems; building a strong
vereign state and army; resolving the question of Hezbollah's armaments) and, especially,
gional issues (in paıticular re-launching the Syrian track and engaging Iran). In short the
ternational community must be modest in implementing 1701 for as long as it is not
epared to be ambitious in its regional diplomatic efforts.45

Resolution 1701 achieved a surprising degree of consensus. All relevant parties rael, Hezbollah and the Lebanese government, as well as key regional and other
ternational actors - accepted the Security Council as the arbiter of the conflict while
reeing to the extensive deployment of Lebanon's army (LAF) south of the Litani River, the
pansion of UNIFIL with a strengthened mandate in the same area and the need to build up
banese sovereignty over its own territory. Core stumbling blocks (e.g., releasing the
ducted Israeli soldiers; ending Hezbollah's armed presence in the south) were mentioned in
e resolution, but as strong aspirations, not immediate prerequisites. All in all, this is not
.,gligible, nor was it pre-ordained. 1701 came about at a time of high tension, after a fierce
plomatic battle, and was accepted only because all sides needed a face-saving solution.
llective exhaustion produced an ambiguous outcome that nobody whole-heartedly endorsed
t

all reluctantly accepted.

hllp://www.merip.org/mero/mero052306.html middle east report, visited 7 January, 2007.
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After more than a month of violent conflict, Israel and Hezbollah were chastened,
nscious of the limits of their military power and reluctant to continue hostilities. Israel had
isted both that it would not stop fighting until its soldiers were returned and Hezbollah was
sarmed; 1701's ambiguity notwithstanding, it achieved neither. Israel had limited appetite
r

continued confrontation and now, in the wake of a war that reawakened and reinforced

xiety about a Lebanese quagmire has little stomach for resuming it. Rather, Israelis chose to
vest cautious hope in the presence of international and Lebanese forces in the south to rein
Hezbollah and in UN mediation to free the abducted soldiers.

In Lebanon situation, the crisis management is different little bit, because we have
ezbollah the Islamic resistance group in south Lebanon, and Hezbollah was behaving as an
dependent state within Lebanon, so the government of Lebanon was weak, and couldn't
e any decisions to stop the crisis. And from crisis management perspective, there five
portant tasks, sense making, decision making, meaning making, terminating and learning.
o the Lebanese government couldn't do one of these tasks, because of Hezbollah
dependent situation. So there was need for international invention to stop this crisis, such
nited Nation or European Union and other Arab countries.

ı-4.2 Lebanon crisis after the Hezbollah/lsraeli War

Lebanon's latest crisis may be the terminal illness of Lebanese democracy. A
ezbollah led, Syrian-supported demonstration has paralyzed the government for six days.
banese loyal to the government, as well as Western and Arab nations, seem to be paralyzed
e deer in the headlamps of an oncoming vehicle. Everyone deplores the crisis and offers
-.:.
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, but nobody is doing anything to resolve it or to help the Seniora government face down
Hezbollah. Commentary on the crisis has focused mostly on the need to avoid violence
d civil war. The stakes and the background and the issues are evaded rather studiously.46

Lebanon has not apparently completely coalesced into a nation. It is a coalition of
ts and clans. Its constitution is based on sectarian apportionment of representation, giving
laronite Christians disproportionate power, according to their share of the population in the
940s. Since then, the Shi'a "minority" has grown steadily. Since no census has been taken in
long time, nobody knows how many Shi'as there really are in Lebanon, but it is probable
at their claim to be a majority is based on reality.47

Lebanese governments have largely ignored the Shi'a south and the Beq'a valley,
.hich remain extremely poor. The poverty is exacerbated by the high birthrates, which are
'hat brought about the Shi'a demographic revolution. Hezbollah took advantage of this

ituation, offering the Shi'a both political champions and social programs to offset the
••.overnment neglect. The concern of the West to promote democracy in Lebanon did not,
nfortunately, extend to offering massive economic and social programs to provide an
alternative to the Hezbollah.

The sectarian constitution was to have been dissolved under the Taif accords, but it
never happened. If the sectarian constitution is dissolved, there is a danger of total domination
y

the Shi'ites. On the other hand, the current sectarian constitution cannot continue as it is

www.financialtimesft.com.
'" http://www.mideastweb.org/log/archives/00009)40.htm. 6 January, 2007.
~ ....•
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ause it is manifestly unfair, and a source of bitter discontent. The problem is how to make
anon a representative democracy without empowering the Hezbollah and the allies of
na.

The weakness and division at home have been exploited by foreign countries,
ecially Syria and Iran. It resulted in a long Syrian occupation, culminating in the murder of
pular politician Rafiq Hariri, an opponent of Syrian puppet president Emile Lahoud.
ternational indignation and Lebanese outrage forced the Syrians to withdraw. However, the
zbollah movement and others have become proxies for Syria. The long tribulations of
banan and the complexities of the political alliances are often thought to be uniquely
banese features. In fact, they are remarkably reminiscent of the Thirty Years War that took
ace in Germany in the 17th century. Like modern Lebanon, Germany was weak and
vided. What began as a quarrel over succession and a religious war, ended as a power
ggle between several foreign powers, which used Germany as a battle ground to settle the
ture of Europe and to get some tasty bits of German land for themselves. Typical of this
' \

ar, the peace conference that ended the war sat for eleven months before it was discovered
at nobody knew what issues needed to be settled. In Lebanon, the issues are often similarly

.

Dmplex and obscure, and are cleverly hidden.

Opposition to Syrian and Hezbollah policies is hazardous to the health of prominent
banese. Political leader Pierre Gemayel and newspaper editor Gebran Tueni are among the
ııany casualties of these Lebanese crises.

4"'"~ ._......•..
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The current act of the Lebanese tragedy began when the government of Fuad Seniora
approved a plan for an international tribunal to bring the murderers of Rafiq Hariri to justice.
Manifestly, the murderers of Hariri would not think that is a good plan. Hezbollah ministers
tried to block the decision. When they failed, they walked out of the government, and
Hezbollah, with Syrian help, initiated this demonstration. It is no secret that there were
Syrians among the demonstrators. The demonstration did not even pretend to be
"spontaneous." Hezbollah first Secretary Nasrallah announced he would bring down the
government with a demonstration, and then he went ahead with his plan. The demonstrators
aid they were for a democratic government and against "foreign meddling." They were
motivated by the old ills of unrepresentative government and poverty.

For instance, the crowds who supported the 1917 Soviet revolution wanted "Bread,
Land, and Peace." They wanted an end to the incompetent Kerensky government, they wanted
democracy and an end to the war. What they got was forced collectivization, purges and
gulags, because that was the program of the Bolshevik party. The crowds who supported the
1979 revolution of Khomeini in Iran for the most part wanted democracy and an end to the
terror rule of the Shah. Instead, they got a new set of secret police, and a government that has
murdered more and different dissidents and pursues a dangerous foreign policy. The Lebanese
demonstrators did not learn from the lesson of Iran. In ten years they may be very surprised
and very sorry to see the result of their efforts.48

http://www.mideastweb.org/log/archives/OOQQ0540.htın,
..,,_.,.
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3.5 The Internal Palestinian Crisis

As Hamas and Fatah supporters took to the streets to protest at or support Mahmoud
Abbas's decision to call for early presidential elections, congratulatory gestures landed at
Abbas's door from the three major international players that have imposed the sanctions
regime against the Palestinians. The White House, Tony Blair and the Israeli government
urged the world community to support Abbas in his latest bid to rid them of a Hamas-led
government. These three carry the burden of Palestinian blood shed as a result of the crisis.49

Despite months of sanctions, the grip of the "international community" could not
prevent Hamas from bringing in enough money to maintain basic health and educational
ervices. The hardship did little to convince Palestinians that Hamas was responsible; polls
onducted in the West Bank and Gaza pointed to a rise in the popularity of Hamas, countered
by an erosion of respect for Fatah.

For several months the Palestinian Hamas movement has resisted domestic and
international pressure to choose between governing the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, as it
was elected to do in January, and continuing military and terrorist attacks against Israel. Now
its own armed wing has forced a decision. Its brazen attack on military positions inside Israel,
and its capture and continued detention of a wounded Israeli serviceman, appeared to offer
only two likely outcomes. Either Hamas's more moderate civilian leaders will, along with

49

Azzam Taıniıni, The Guardian, Tuesday December 19, 2006,
http://www.guardian.co.uk/israel/comment/O,,1975124,00.html, visited in 30 December, 2007.
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President Mahmoud Abbas, assert their authority and obtain the release of Israeli Cpl.
Gilad Shalit, or they will prompt Israel to launch military operations that could topple the
government. All those who favor a two-state solution in the Middle East should hope the
moderates prevail.

The militants who spent months tunneling from Gaza into Israel and then launched an
attack, which killed two soldiers and seriously injured Cpl. Shalit, predictably claimed to be
retaliating for recent Israeli air and artillery strikes. But Israel was targeting terrorists who
have fired hundreds of crude rockets from Gaza at Israeli towns. What really precipitated the
raid was an imminent

agreement

between

Hamas

politicians

and Mr. Abbas's Fatah

movement. The two parties would pledge not to stage further attacks inside Israel and to aim
for a Palestinian state in the West Bank and Gaza. 50

Following the failure to form a Palestinian national unity government to satisfy the
international community's conditions to lift an economic blockade, factional violence has
broken out in the Palestinian territories. On Sunday, 17 December, Palestinian Authority
President Mahmoud Abbas called for new elections, viewed by Hamas as a bid to undermine
the government which it leads following last February's legislative elections and after which
international sanctions were imposed.

President Abbas' call for new elections follows the attempt on Prime Minister Ismail
Haniya's life, during which his one of his bodyguards was killed and his son Abd Elsalam
Haniya and adviser Ahmad Yousef were wounded. Prime Minister Haniya was targeted when
50http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/cont~ı;ıt/article/2006/06/26/
AR2006062601232.htm, visited in 1 O
January, 2007.
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tried to return to Gaza via the Rafah border, where Israel had denied him entry as he
ied millions of dollars in cash donations from Middle Eastern governments. Hamas
cused Fatah heavyweight Mohammad Dahlan of orchestrating the attack, a claim rejected
.: Fatah, the party headed by President Abbas.

While infighting has plagued the Palestinian territories long before the election of the
arnas government in February, it took a turn for the worst when intelligence officer and
amas antagonist Baha Baloushe's three young children and their driver were killed and four
hers wounded as they were traveling to school on 11 December. The killings were followed
armed demonstrations that have characterized the chaos that has broken out in cities in
th Gaza and the West Bank. Calls to bring perpetrators to justice echo those to hold
countable the countless other vigilante attacks that have gone unpunished in the territories.

Many observers link the desperation underlying the demonstrations to the economic
is that has transpired since the international blockade imposed on the Palestinians since the
gislative elections. The economic blockade, intended to coerce the Hamas government into
signing, exacerbated the already dire food crisis caused by Israel's extended closures of the
aza Strip. Frustration over these conditions had manifested in civil strikes that broke out
oughout the occupied Palestinian territories over unpaid wages as the new Palestinian
vernment inherited the previous one's deficit as well as confronted with the international
ockade.51

I
Palestinian human rights organizations have long warned of the deterioration of the

http://electronicintifada.net/bytopic/654.shtml, visited in 10 January, 2007.
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le of law and the phenomenon

of vigilantism in the Palestinian

territories that leaves

.ulnerable ordinary Palestinians. The inability of the Palestinian Authority to enforce the rule
flaw is best understood in the context of Israel systematically undermining the functioning
f the Palestinian government through such means as destroying governmental infrastructure
d raiding Palestinian governmental institutions.

With a crippled government, and constantly under siege, average Palestinians find
hemselves in a veritable pressure cooker, squeezed between the pressures of Israel, the
· ternational community, and now the largest two Palestinian political parties, Fateh and
Hamas. The question is how to change this situation and restore momentum to a process that
eads the future at the end, to a situation where children can grow up here with some hope of
prosperity and peace for the future.

3.6 Iran/USA Crisis and Nuclear Weapons

The two countries, both permanent

veto-wielding

members of the United Nations

Security Council, were reacting to an announcement by Britain, France and Germany that
they would call for an emergency meeting of the International

Atomic Energy Agency

(IAEA). Iran decided to restart its nuclear program after a two-year suspension while it
conducted talks with the European countries.

The West said that Iran breached the Non-Proliferation

Treaty by not divulging full

details of its nuclear program and fears the Islamic nation wants to build a nuclear bomb.

-öt.-~
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ehran said it only intends to develop civilian nuclear power plants. A senior Iranian official
aid that Tehran's

decision

to resume

nuclear

fuel research

was legal and "irreversible."

But

vhile Washington and the three European countries say the IAEA should refer Iran to the
.N. Security Council for possible punitive action, such as sanctions, there appears to be
ivision about the future steps. "Sanctions are not the best or the only way to solve
temational

crisis," Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov told a news conference ın

oscow. "The question of sanctions against Iran puts the cart before the horse. "52

52

http://edition.cnn.com/2006/WORLD/meast/O

!{17liran.nuclear/, visited in IO January, 2007 .
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Conclusion

The Middle East area is full of crises and the basic of these crises is the Arab-Israeli
onflict, and the crisis that result from this conflict. From Belfair promise until these days the
crisis didn't stop in the Middle East, for example 1948 war, 1967, and 1973, between Arab
tates and Israel. And after the cold war and after the end of the Iraq-Iran war, the Middle East
had the Iraqi invasion for Kuwait and later the American invasion for Iraq 1991, 2003. And
the September Eleven crisis in USA had a big effect on the Middle East states because the
persons (terrorists) who done this are from the Middle East area, Arabs and Muslims.

The Middle East is an area of frequent conflict, largely for reasons embedded in its
recent past. Such as the Arab-Israeli conflict over the land of Palestine, is more a product of
_oıh

century developments rather than any age-old hostility between Muslims and Jews. Also

there have tensions between Persians and Arabs in the past, the Iran-Iraq War between 1980
and 1988 was more a result of political tensions and border disputes in the second half of the
_Qıh

century. Islamic militancy, which has produced deadly results in Egypt, Iran, Israel, and

Lebanon, is a consequence of late 201h century problems such as widespread unemployment,
political and socioeconomic turmoil, and an overarching sense of despair rather than a result
of any violent or extremist characteristics inherent to Islam.

Politically motivated Islamic groups continued to operate in many Middle Eastern
ountries in the early 2151 century. In general these groups express anger and frustration
against what they regard as corrupt and illegitimate regimes, against U.S activities in
Afghanistan and Iraq, and against continuing U.S support for Israel.
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Conclusion

This Arab-Israeli

conflict

in the Middle

East produced

tates; these crisis can be defined as a set of rapidly unfolding
f destabilizing

forces

in the general

ormal levels and increases

The using

system

the likelihood

of violence occurring

solution

creased the crisis more. So there is a need for a methodology

cceptable

parties. There are two major schools

One school regards the objective

d the peaceful

substantially

resolution

for the Middle

East crisis,

to apply in resolving

solution to both conflicting

The other school considers

of thought

of crisis management

of confrontation.

Management

above

in the system.

solution

for analyzing

as the avoidance

of crisis

consisted

it

the crisis.

can be the best way to limit the crisis and find an acceptable

etween the conflicting
anagement.

crisis for all the

events which raises the impact

or any of its subsystems

of force was not a convenience

risis management

a political

crisis
of war

of reaching

parties.

crisis management

inning crisis while at the same time keeping

as an exercise

it within tolerable

in winning;

it means

limits of danger and risk to

oth sides.

The essence
ressures

which

rolicy-makers

of skilful crisis management

are inherent

in the dual nature

not only recognize

make the difficult trade-offs

the inherent

lies in the reconciliation
of crisis,

dilemmas,

that are required.
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of the competing

crısıs management

requires

that

but that they are willing and able to

Conclusion

There are five important tasks for crisis management: sense making, decision making,
eaning making, terminating, and learning. And also policy-makers defined the activities of
risis management in accordance to these stages, prevention, mitigation, critical decision
aking, and a return to normalcy.

There were many peace proposals applied in the Middle East, but it failed because it
idn' t include the most important factors of crisis management. For instance the Madrid
onference in Spain, and Oslo accords.

The Madrid conference was the first step to end the long conflict between the Arabs
and Israel. The Madrid peace conference was carefully stage-managed by the Americans, with
James Baker acting as the chief puppeteer. So the result was the Oslo accords, which begun in
late 1992 and early 1993, and secondly, the bilateral talks between Israel and Jordan in 1994
leading to peace treaty. From crisis management perspective two most important elements
ere missing: The target and observation mechanism to know what is going on in the process.
One of the most important issues that has not been solved is the refugees, and Jerusalem
historical and religious palaces), the political borders, Oslo Process had no clear goals or
mechanism that can end the conflict, and the main important factor in crisis management is to
have a clear mechanism, a clear objectives or goals that the two parties will accept so they can
have a solution acceptable from all the conflicting parties. As it's seen now, the peace process
has stopped and the crisis increased specially in Gaza and West Bank and the crisis
management couldn't success, until a clear goals and mechanism will be establish.

""_..,
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Conclusion

One possible explanation for the failure of conflicts resolution generally, and of
olution of the Arab-Israeli conflict in particular, is the deep-rooted enmity between the two
tiles parties in the conflict. The means of the crisis management have not been sufficient to
· ntain the peace in the Middle East. For instance, the war in Lebanon in July, 2006, and the
ntinued circle of violence in Gaza Strip and West Bank.

The United Nations has been concerned with the question of the Middle East from its
liest days. It has formulated principles for peaceful settlement and dispatched various
acekeeping

operations,

and continues

to support efforts toward a just, lasting and

mprehensive solution to the political problems. The council, by resolution 242, defined
· nciples for a just and lasting, which are; Withdrawal of Israel armed forces from territories
cupied in the recent conflict, and Termination of all claims or states of belligerency and
pect for and acknowledgment

of the sovereignty,

territorial

integrity

and political

ependence of every state in the area and their right to live in peace within secure and
ognized boundaries, free from threats or acts of force. The resolution also affirmed the
d for a just settlement of the refugee problem.

After Oslo, there were meetings and negations between Jordan and Israel, which result
a peace treaty between the two countries. The main points of the dispute were a 400
uare-kilometer area in the Arava, which Jordan claimed Israel annexed over the years, and

e dividing

of the water resources of the Jordan River - which is water flowing from the Sea

· Galilee and held in the Degania dam and diverted to the National Water Carrier.
entually, these problems were solved when Israel agreed to hand back most of the territory
~ ~ !c....
.r
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ordan and give it 50 millions cubes of water each year. On October 26, 1994 Jordan and
el then signed the historic peace treaty in a ceremony held in the Arava valley of Israel,
ıh of Eilat and near the Jordanian border. Prime Minister Rabin and Prime Minister

tielsalam al-Majali signed the treaty and the President of Israel Ezer Weizman shook hands
h King Hussein. It was witnessed by President Bill Clinton, accompanied by US Secretary

ı

~tateWarren Christopher.

In the morning of September 11, 2001, nineteen terrorists affiliated with al-Qaeda
eked four commercial passenger jet airliners. Each team of hijackers included a trained
bt,

The hijackers crashed two of the airliners (United Airlines Flight 175 and American

tines Flight 11) into the World Trade Center in New York City, one plane into each tower
WTC and 2 WTC), resulting in the collapse of both buildings soon afterward. A nearby
ırch and the rest of the World Trade Center complex's 7 buildings were also destroyed or
naged beyond repair. A third airliner (American Airlines Flight 77) was crashed into the

ntagon in Arlington County, Virginia. Passengers and members of the flight crew on the
ırth aircraft (United Airlines Flight 93) attempted to retake control of their plane from the
ackers; that plane crashed into a field near the -town of Shanksville in rural Somerset
unty, Pennsylvania. In addition to the 19 hijackers, 2,973 people died; another 24 are
ssing and presumed dead.

1

So after this event we had something called the war on terrorism starting ın

ghanistan, Iraq, and maybe later Iran and its alliances (Syria, Hezbollah), this era which
lled War on Terrorism, is a very important event in 21st century, it's the first time that the
•.....~
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.nited States of America had been attacked from outside, this reflect how much the enmity
om Arabs or Muslim because of USA policies in the Middle East and the continuing support
Israel.

After September eleven, many crises increased in the Middle East, such as the
ituation in Israel and Palestinian territories, and the war in Afghanistan and later the 2003
Nar on Iraq and the collapse of Saddam Hussein's regime, which increases the crisis inside
aq, especially between Sunnis and Shi'as.

In 2006, we had the operation of kidnapping soldiers from Israel, one from Hamas
d the other from Hezbollah in Lebanon. After this operations Israel and USA decided to
ınish Hezbollah and put limit for its operation, this operation came after 6 years from the
raeli withdrawal from Lebanon!'

Israel used the military solution to return the 3 soldiers in Gaza trip and Lebanon. It
esults for destroying the Lebanese villages and bridges, and too much people had been killed.
IAnd Israeli government (Olmert Government) fa~es a political crisis because they couldn't
destroy Hezbollah, and they couldn't free the two soldiers. Israelis lived under Hezbollah
rockets for more than one month.

In same time Iraq still have crisis, between Shi'as and Sunnis, and other insurgents
against the international forces in Iraq.

"'!.
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Conclusion

t is clear that in this area and to this complex ethnical and regional place, the best way is to
~nd or avoid any crisis is crisis management. Using force and military solutions didn't work
or years, and there were too much examples in this study.

The crisis management methodology, is concerned on the one hand with the procedure
or controlling and regulating a crisis so that it does not get out of hand (either through
· scalculations and mistakes by participants or because events take on a logic and momentum
Df their own) and lead to war, and on the other with ensuring that the crisis is resolved on a
atisfactory basis in which the vital interests of the state are secured and protected.

There were a many proposals for peace in the Middle East between Israel and
Palestinians, and between Israel and other Arabic states. For example, the Oslo Accords,
,...amp David with Egypt, and the treaty with Jordan. But the problem in Oslo, it did not
elude even the basis of the final solution. There was no follow up mechanism for the
ırocess. And from crisis management perspective there should be a clear goal and objectives
Ind a mechanism to achieve them.

At the end, it can be said that the crisis management is the best way to end the crisis in
he Middle East even if it didn't success many times. Force, wars, and violence will not bring
ıeace to

our world. The time proved that for everybody.

~ .•. •.....!,.
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Press Statement
Office of the Spokesman
Washington, DC
April 30, 2003

A Performance-Based Roadmap to a Permanent Two-State Solution to the
Israeli-Palestinian Conflict

The following is a performance-based and goal-driven roadmap, with clear phases, timelines,
target dates, and benchmarks aiming at progress through reciprocal steps by the two parties in
the political, security, economic, humanitarian, and institution-building fields, under the
auspices of the Quartet [the United States, European Union, United Nations, and Russia]. The
destination is a final and comprehensive settlement of the Israel-Palestinian conflict by 2005,
as presented in President Bush's speech of 24 June, and welcomed by the EU, Russia and the
UN in the 16 July and 17 September Quartet Ministerial statements.

A two-state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict will only be achieved through an end to
violence and terrorism, when the Palestinian people have a leadership acting decisively
against terror and willing and able to build a practicing democracy based on tolerance and
liberty, and through Israel's readiness to do what is necessary for a democratic Palestinian
state to be established, and a clear, unambiguous acceptance by both parties of the goal of a
negotiated settlement as described below. The Quartet will assist and facilitate
implementation of the plan, starting in Phase I, including direct discussions between the
parties as required. The plan establishes a realistic timeline for implementation. However, as a
performance-based plan, progress will require and depend upon the good faith efforts of the
parties, and their compliance with each of the obligations outlined below. Should the parties

"""~"
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erform their obligations rapidly, progress within and through the phases may come sooner
(han indicated in the plan. Non-compliance with obligations will impede progress.

settlement, negotiated between the parties, will result in the emergence of an independent,
emocratic, and viable Palestinian state living side by side in peace and security with Israel
d its other neighbors. The settlement will resolve the Israel-Palestinian conflict, and end the
ccupation that began in 1967, based on the foundations of the Madrid Conference, the
rinciple of land for peace, UNSCRs 242, 338 and 1397, agreements previously reached by
e parties, and the initiative of Saudi Crown Prince Abdullah - endorsed by the Beirut Arab
ague Summit - calling for acceptance of Israel as a neighbor living in peace and security, in
he context of a comprehensive settlement. This initiative is a vital element of international
~fforts to promote a comprehensive

peace on all tracks, including the Syrian-Israeli

and

ebanese-Israeli tracks.

[he Quartet will meet regularly at senior levels to evaluate the parties' performance
plementation

on

of the plan. In each phase, the parties are expected to perform their

Dbligations in parallel, unless otherwise indicated.

rhase I: Ending Terror And Violence, Normalizing Palestinian Life, and Building
Palestinian Institutions -- Present to May 2003

[n Phase I, the Palestinians immediately undertake an unconditional cessation of violence
[ccordirıg to the steps outlined below; such action should be accompanied by supportive
neasures undertaken by Israel. Palestinians and Israelis resume security cooperation based on
he Tenet work plan to end violence, terrorism, and incitement through restructured and
ffective Palestinian security services. Palestinians undertake comprehensive political reform
_.t.~~
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ı preparation for statehood, including drafting a Palestinian constitution, and free, fair and
pen elections upon the basis of those measures. Israel takes all necessary steps to help
.ormalize Palestinian life. Israel withdraws from Palestinian areas occupied from September
,8, 2000 and the two sides restore the status quo that existed at that time, as security
ıerformance and cooperation progress. Israel also freezes all settlement activity, consistent
~ith the Mitchell report.

t>ı.t the outset of Phase I:

•

Palestinian leadership issues unequivocal statement reiterating Israel's right to exist in
peace and security and calling for an immediate and unconditional ceasefire to end
armed activity and all acts of violence

against Israelis anywhere.

All official

Palestinian institutions end incitement against Israel.
•

Israeli leadership issues unequivocal statement affirming its commitment to the twostate vision of an independent, viable, sovereign Palestinian state living in peace and
security alongside Israel, as expressed by President Bush, and calling for an immediate
end to violence against Palestinians everywhere. All official Israeli institutions end
incitement against Palestinians.

ecurity

•

Palestinians

declare an unequivocal end to violence and terrorism and undertake

visible efforts on the ground to arrest, disrupt, and restrain individuals and groups
conducting and planning violent attacks on Israelis anywhere.
•

Rebuilt and refocused

Palestinian

Authority

security apparatus begins sustained,

targeted, and effective operations aimed at confronting all those engaged in terror and
-;..
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•

dismantlement of terrorist capabilities and infrastructure. This includes commencing
confiscation

of illegal weapons and consolidation

of security authority,

free of

association with terror and corruption.

•

Gül takes no actions undermining trust, including deportations, attacks on civilians;
confiscation

and/or demolition

of Palestinian

homes and property, as a punitive

measure or to facilitate Israeli construction; destruction of Palestinian institutions and
infrastructure; and other measures specified in the Tenet work plan.
•

Relying on existing mechanisms and on-the-ground resources, Quartet representatives
begin informal monitoring and consult with the parties on establishment of a formal
monitoring mechanism and its implementation.

•

Implementation,

as previously

agreed, of U.S. rebuilding,

training and resumed

security cooperation plan in collaboration with outside oversight board (U.S.-Egypt
Jordan). Quaıtet support for efforts to achieve a lasting, comprehensive cease-fire.
o

All Palestinian security organizations aı·e consolidated into three services
reporting to an empowered Interior Minister.

o

Restructured/retrained Palestinian security forces and IDF counterpaıts
progressively resume security cooperation and other undertakings in
implementation of the Tenet work plan, including regulaı· senior-level
meetings, with the participation of U.S. security officials.

•

Arab states cut off public and private funding and all other forms of support for groups
supporting and engaging in violence and terror.

•

All donors providing budgetary support for the Palestinians channel these funds
through the Palestinian Ministry of Finance's Single Treasury Account.

•
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•

As comprehensive security performance moves forward, IDF withdraws progressively
from areas occupied since September 28, 2000 and the two sides restore the status quo
that existed prior to September 28, 2000. Palestinian security forces redeploy to areas
vacated by IDF.

alestinian Institution-Building

•

Immediate action on credible process to produce draft constitution for Palestinian
statehood. As rapidly as possible, constitutional committee circulates draft Palestinian
constitution, based on strong parliamentary democracy and cabinet with empowered
prime minister, for public comment/debate.
document for submission

Constitutional committee proposes draft

after elections for approval by appropriate

Palestinian

institutions.
•

Appointment

of interim

authority/decision-making
•

prime minister

or cabinet

with empowered

executive

body.

GOi fully facilitates travel of Palestinian officials for PLC and Cabinet sessions,
internationally supervised security retraining, electoral and other reform activity, and
other supportive measures related to the reform efforts.

•

Continued appointment of Palestinian ministers empowered to undertake fundamental
reform. Completion

of further steps to achieve genuine

separation

of powers,

including any necessary Palestinian legal reforms for this purpose.
•

Establishment

of independent

Palestinian

election commission.

PLC reviews and

revises election law.
•

Palestinian performance

on judicial, administrative,

and economic benchmarks,

established by the International Task Force on Palestinian Reform.
4''·~~
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•

As early as possible, and based upon the above measures and in the context of open
debate and transparent candidate selection/electoral

campaign based on a free, multi-

party process, Palestinians hold free, open, and fair elections.

•

GOi facilitates Task Force election assistance, registration of voters, movement of
candidates and voting officials. Support for NGOs involved in the election process.

•

GOi reopens

Palestinian

Chamber

of Commerce

and other closed

Palestinian

institutions in East Jerusalem based on a commitment that these institutions operate
strictly in accordance with prior agreements between the parties.

Humanitarian Response

•

Israel takes measures to improve the humanitarian situation. Israel and Palestinians
implement in full all recommendations of the Bertini report to improve humanitarian
conditions, lifting curfews and easing restrictions on movement of persons and goods,
and allowing full, safe, and unfettered access of international and humanitarian
personnel.

•

AHLC reviews the humanitarian situation and prospects for economic development in
the West Bank and Gaza and launches a major donor assistance effort, including to the
reform effort.

•

GOi and PA continue revenue clearance process and transfer of funds, including
arrears, in accordance with agreed, transparent monitoring mechanism.

Civil Society

•

Continued donor support, including increased funding through PVOs/NGOs, for
people to people programs, priyate
sector development and civil society initiatives.
..,.•...•..
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,ettlements

•

GOi immediately dismantles settlement outposts erected since March 2001.

•

Consistent with the Mitchell Report, GOi freezes all settlement activity (including
natural growth of settlements).

Phase II: Transition -- June 2003-December 2003

[n the second phase, efforts are focused on the option of creating an independent Palestinian
tate with provisional borders and attributes of sovereignty, based on the new constitution, as
~ way station to a permanent status settlement. As has been noted, this goal can be achieved
hen the Palestinian people have a leadership acting decisively against terror, willing and
ble to build a practicing democracy based on tolerance and liberty. With such a leadership,
eformed civil institutions and security structures, the Palestinians will have the active support
bf the Quartet and the broader international community in establishing an independent, viable,
tate.

rogress into Phase II will be based upon the consensus judgment of the Quartet of whether
onditions are appropriate to proceed, taking into account performance of both parties.
urthering and sustaining efforts to normalize Palestinian lives and build Palestinian
institutions, Phase II starts after Palestinian elections and ends with possible creation of an
· dependent Palestinian state with provisional borders in 2003. Its primary goals are
ontinued comprehensive security performance and effective security cooperation, continued
ormalization of Palestinian life and institution-building, further building on and sustaining of
lhe goals outlined in Phase I, ratification of a democratic Palestinian constitution, formal

~·..s.
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stablishment of office of prime minister, consolidation of political reform, and the creation of
Palestinian state with provisional borders.

•

International Conference: Convened by the Quartet, in consultation with the parties,
immediately

after the successful

conclusion

of Palestinian

elections,

to support

Palestinian economic recovery and launch a process, leading to establishment of an
independent Palestinian state with provisional borders.
o

Such a meeting would be inclusive, based on the goal of a comprehensive
Middle East peace (including
Lebanon),

between

Israel and Syria, and Israel and

and based on the principles described in the preamble to this

document.
o

Arab states restore pre-intifada links to Israel (trade offices, etc.).

o

Revival

of multilateral

resources, environment,

engagement

on issues

economic development,

including

regional

water

refugees, and arms control

ıssues.
•

New constitution

for democratic,

independent

Palestinian

state is finalized

and

approved by appropriate Palestinian institutions. Further elections, if required, should
follow approval of the new constitution.
•

Empowered

reform cabinet with office of prime minister

formally

established,

consistent with draft constitution.
•

Continued

comprehensive

security

performance,

including

effective

security

cooperation on the bases laid out in Phase I.
•

Creation of an independent

Palestinian

state with provisional

borders through a

process of Israeli-Palestinian

engagement, launched by the international conference.

As part of this process, implemenjgtion of prior agreements, to enhance maximum
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•

territorial contiguity,

including further action on settlements

in conjunction

with

establishment of a Palestinian state with provisional borders.

•

Enhanced international role in monitoring transition, with the active, sustained, and
operational support of the Quartet.

•

Quartet members promote international

recognition

of Palestinian state, including

possible UN membership.

Phase III: Permanent Status Agreement and End of the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict -2004-2005

Progress into Phase III, based on consensus judgment of Quartet, and taking into account
actions of both parties and Quartet monitoring. Phase III objectives are consolidation of
reform and stabilization of Palestinian institutions, sustained, effective Palestinian security
performance, and Israeli-Palestinian negotiations aimed at a permanent status agreement in
2005.

•

Second International Conference: Convened by Quartet, in consultation with the
parties, at beginning of 2004 to endorse agreement reached on an independent
Palestinian state with provisional borders and formally to launch a process with the
active, sustained, and operational support of the Quartet, leading to a final, permanent
status resolution in 2005, including on borders, Jerusalem, refugees, settlements; and,
to support progress toward a comprehensive Middle East settlement between Israel
and Lebanon and Israel and Syria, to be achieved as soon as possible.

•

Continued comprehensive, effective progress on the reform agenda laid out by the
Task Force in preparation for final status agreement.
'"';,.•
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•

Continued

sustained and effective security performance,

and sustained,

effective

security cooperation on the bases laid out in Phase I.

•

International efforts to facilitate reform and stabilize Palestinian institutions and the
Palestinian economy, in preparation for final status agreement.

•

Parties reach final and comprehensive permanent status agreement that ends the IsraelPalestinian conflict in 2005, through a settlement negotiated between the parties based
on UNSCR 242, 338, and 1397, that ends the occupation that began in 1967, and
includes an agreed, just, fair, and realistic solution to the refugee issue, and a
negotiated resolution on the status of Jerusalem that takes into account the political
and religious concerns of both sides, and protects the religious interests of Jews,
Christians, and Muslims worldwide, and fulfills the vision of two states, Israel and
sovereign, independent, democratic and viable Palestine, living side-by-side in peace
and security.

•

Arab state acceptance of full normal relations with Israel and security for all the states
of the region in the context of a comprehensive Arab-Israeli peace.

·~·
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